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Foreword
The Eighth International Conference on Intelligent Systems and Applications (INTELLI
2019), held between June 30 – July 4, 2019 - Rome, Italy, was an inaugural event on advances
towards fundamental, as well as practical and experimental aspects of intelligent and
applications.
The information surrounding us is not only overwhelming but also subject to limitations
of systems and applications, including specialized devices. The diversity of systems and the
spectrum of situations make it almost impossible for an end-user to handle the complexity of
the challenges. Embedding intelligence in systems and applications seems to be a reasonable
way to move some complex tasks form user duty. However, this approach requires
fundamental changes in designing the systems and applications, in designing their interfaces
and requires using specific cognitive and collaborative mechanisms. Intelligence became a key
paradigm and its specific use takes various forms according to the technology or the domain a
system or an application belongs to.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the INTELLI 2019
Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high
quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also
kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to
INTELLI 2019. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program
consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the INTELLI 2019 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional
meeting a success.
We hope that INTELLI 2019 was a successful international forum for the exchange of
ideas and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the field
of intelligent systems and applications.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very
open. We also hope that Rome provided a pleasant environment during the conference and
everyone saved some time for exploring this beautiful city.
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Abstract—In this paper, we demonstrate how to analyze the WiFi
data of the German highspeed trains called InterCityExpress
(ICE) on the basis of a neural network. To achieve this, we apply
a Self-Enforcing Network with cue validity factors to underline
the importance of selected features. It is shown that the quality
of the WiFi connection, in terms of the rate of downloads and the
latency, can be grouped and explained by just a few determinants.
We will show where the network coverage is especially good or
bad and suggest ways to improve this quality to enhance the
comfort of traveling on the highspeed trains and therefore to
possible expand the profits of the operating company.
Keywords–Self-Enforcing Network (SEN); self-organized learning; cue validity factor; Intelligent data analysis; Industry 4.0 data
analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, the demand for mobile Internet access
grew at a rapid pace. The reasons for this development are
diverse. There is ongoing research on how this change affects
people in various ways (e.g., [1][2]). Furthermore, there is a
growing literature trying to identify the factors which drive the
ongoing rise in demand [3][4]. While user habits change, new
challenges, and opportunities for many businesses arise.
Technical challenges to manage wireless networks in general [5][6] and in highspeed trains in particular [7][8], are
discussed in numerous recent publications, using very different
algorithms like k-means, deep- and reinforcement learning,
support vector machines, optimization algorithms, Decision
Trees, Naive Bayes, to name only a few [5][9][10][11][12][13].
Despite the analysis of technical improvements, the possibility
to get other information such as the numbers of train travelers
using mobile phone data ([14] for an overview), or how
passengers use travel time [15][16] are also of interest.
In an increasingly competitive transportation industry, the
existence of free mobile Internet access will be a crucial factor
to attract new customers [17]. That is why the biggest German
railway company “Deutsche Bahn AG” announced to offer
a free WiFi system to all travelers on their highspeed trains
in the course of their quality improvement program “Zukunft
Bahn” [18]. The main goal of this program is to achieve higher
customer satisfaction and hence to expand their profits.
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This paper contributes to this sphere by analyzing the
supply side of mobile Internet access. To be more specific,
we analyze the user experience when using the WiFi network
that is provided on German highspeed trains (ICEs) in different
regions of Germany.
In particular, the analysis of GPS based data with traditional statistical methods is challenging. While, for example,
regression approaches are good at describing continuous linear
and nonlinear relationships between variables and are computationally simple, they are not suited for clustering data.
Algorithms like k-means clustering are better suited but still
require quite strong assumptions like knowledge about the
exact number of clusters in the data. Therefore, we utilized
a self-organized learning neural network to analyze a dataset
containing locations specific WiFi data [19]. The usage of this
self-organized learning neural network enabled us to analyze
the data with only a minimum of prior assumptions needed
and without the need of prior variable selection.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II describes the Self-Enforcing Network (SEN). In
section III, the technology for providing the WiFi on the trains,
the data used and methodology are explained. In section IV,
the key results are presented focusing on factors affecting the
network coverage; section V concludes.
II. T HE S ELF -E NFORCING N ETWORK (SEN)
SEN is a self-organized learning neural network, developed
by the Research Group “Computer-Based Analysis of Social
Complexity” (CoBASC). Only the functionalities that are
relevant to this analysis are briefly presented. More detailed
descriptions of the SEN are found in, e.g., [20][21]. The
data, consisting of attributes and objects, are represented in
a “semantical matrix” where the rows represent the objects o,
and the columns represent the attributes a. The values in the
matrix wao represent the degree of affiliation of an attribute
to an object. In this case, the semantical matrix contains the
preprocessed real data imported from .csv-files (see below).
The training of the network is done by transforming the
(min-max normalized) values of the semantical matrix into
the weight matrix of the network according to the learning
rule. The most specific for SEN is, that the weight values
are not generated at random (as usually in neural networks),
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meaning that the weight matrix displays the real data. In
addition, a “cue validity factor” (cvf) [22][20] is introduced to
exclude, to dampen, or to increase the importance of selected
attributes. The whole learning rule is then defined as follows
(see Equation 1) with w being the assigned weight and c being
a constant defined as 0 ≤ c ≤ 1:
w(t + 1) = w(t) + ∆w, and
∆w = c ∗ wao ∗ cvfa

(1)

As in any neural network, the activation functions play
an important role. In SEN several activation functions are at
disposal [23]; in this study we have used the logarithmic-linear
activation function (LLF), which is defined as follows (see
Equation 2) with wij being the value of the (i, j)th Element
of the weight matrix and ai being the corresponding values of
the semantical matrix:
Figure 1. WiFi system on ICE trains [18].

aj =

X

log3 (ai + 1) ∗ wij ,
if ai ≥ 0.
log3 (|ai + 1|) ∗ −wij , else.

(2)

The logarithmic-linear activation function is well suited for
our purpose because the dataset includes many extreme observations and also differs much across the different variables.
This logarithmic-linear function ensures that those extreme
values do not receive weights that would be too high otherwise
and thus outweigh the other (smaller) values.
III. DATA DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS
To understand how the WiFi on a German Highspeed Train
(ICE) works, the technical background will be discussed here
shortly.
Figure 1 gives an overview of the installed hardware on the
ICEs to provide the local WiFi. The base of this system is the
combined infrastructure of the three big telecommunication
companies Telekom, Telefónica, and Vodafone, resulting in
a more stable system and better network coverage [18]. The
signals (the data) coming from cell towers of all three providers
are received by the antenna mounted on top of the train.
Then the collected stream of data is processed by the router
to merge the different signals and is sent to different access
points across the train, from which the travelers can access
the mobile Internet by connecting to the WiFi Network. To be
recognizable, the Service Set Identifier (SSID) of this Network
is always set to “WiFionICE”.
A. Data
The dataset called “WiFi on ICE” which is analyzed in this
paper is provided by the Deutsche Bahn AG [19]. This dataset
consists of about 23.5 million observations with 15 variables.
Table I sums up all variables which we have used in our
analysis. The sid stores a unique ID of each router used in the
trains. Together with the GPS variables, it is possible to match
observations to individual train connections. Furthermore, the
rate of downloads and the latency are essential factors that
influence the user experience. High rates of download are
good because the content will be downloaded faster, e.g., a
website can be displayed fast, or a movie can be played at
higher image quality. High latency values, on the other hand,
are undesirable. The latency values describe the time which
passes until an initial response from the server is received.
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TABLE I. SELECTED VARIABLES.

Variable
sid
gps breite
gps laenge
pax auth
pax total
tprx
tptx
link ping
gps v
gps richtung

Description
ID of the X6-router
Latitude
Longitude
No. of authenticated devices in the local WiFi
No. of total devices in the local WiFi
Rate of downloads (in bytes/s)
Rate of uploads (in bytes/s)
Latency (in ms)
Train Speed (in m/s)
Direction (in degrees)

Additionally, we included the rate of uploads and data on
the number of devices connected to the network to check the
consistency of our results and to interpret the latter.
B. Preprocessing the Data
To get a first impression of the dataset, we utilized RStudio. R-Studio is an integrated development environment
which allows to comfortably program in the statistical programming language R [24].
Because of the huge number of observations looking at them
individually was not feasible. Therefore, we looked at first
at the number of missing values. In 2 variables, namely gps v
and gps richtung, the amount of missing observations exceeds
about 10%. In consequence, we omitted all observations that
have missing values. This step was necessary to interpret the
results later on. Furthermore, we transformed the variable concerning the velocity of the train by multiplying with the factor
3.6 to obtain velocities in kilometers per hour instead of meters
per second, which was the original unit of measurement. We
excluded observations with an altitude lower than -80 meters
and or speed of over 350 kilometers per hour. This is because
velocities much larger than this value cannot be reached by an
ICE train. Therefore those values have to be seen as results
of measurement errors. Lastly, we created a unique identifier
which functions as a label. This allows us to easily search
for an individual observation of interest when needed. Finally,
we are left with 10.1 million observations. Those observations
are used to analyze two different train connections across
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Figure 2. Visualisation of the used dataset.

Germany. We chose connections to cover a good amount of
the German railway network. The selection of individual train
connections was possible by using the sid variable. The dataset
after preprocessing, which is used in the subsequent analysis,
is visualized in Figure 2.
C. Clustering the Data
For clustering the data with regard to the rate of downloads
and the latency, the selected data is reduced once more to
1, 000 observations per chosen connection. Those observations
are not chosen at random but regularly over the entire observed
period of time (e.g., one observation per minute).
Those in total 2, 000 observations in 8 variables are then
labeled with their relative latency, and rate of download
and afterward imported into Self-Enforcing Network Second
Edition (SEN.SE) the tool for applying the neural network
and visualizing the results. The first step then was letting the
Self-Enforcing Network (SEN) structure the given data without
further information or any adjustments. This procedure resulted
in the following visualization (see Figure 3).
There are clearly some clusters, and there is some structure
in the data. This is good news because it is evidence that the
data is not uniformly distributed, i.e., there is information that
can be extracted by further analyzing the dataset.
To steer the clustering towards the variables of interest,
the available settings and parameters are set differently. As
already mentioned, the Cue Validity Factor (CVF) is a measure
for to which extent attributes are associated with a particular
category. Therefore one can adjust the importance of an
attribute by setting the value of its CVF. If it is set to a high
value (i.e., CVF = 1 or possibly even higher), the attribute
is highly relevant. If it is set to zero (i.e., CVF = 0), the
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Figure 3. First results of clustering with respect to the normalized latency
values.

attribute is not important at all and therefore not considered in
the following clustering process.
The value of the CVF for the attributes we want to explain
(i.e., the rate of downloads and the latency) is set to the highest
value, i.e., 1. The values of the CVF for the other attributes
is lowered stepwise until a clear grouping of the objects is
reached. A good starting point for setting the CVFs is the
correlations between the variables we want to explain and the
other covariates. A (in absolute) high correlation indicates that
the specific CVF should be set relatively high at the beginning
of the process of lowering the values of the CVF for the
attributes. The correlations between all the variables in the
dataset are visualized in Figure 4. The resulting values of the
CVFs are given in Table II. Those adjustments on the SEN then
result in the following clustering of the data (see Figure 5).
One can see that the data now is ordered in a very different
way. Observations with high normalized latency values (red
labels) are sorted in the bottom right corner whereas smaller
values (i.e., observations with a smaller normalized latency)
are sorted in the top left corner (blue labels). The respective
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Figure 5. Final clustering with respect to the normalized latency values.
Blue labels indicate low values whereas red indicates high latency values.

High

Low

53

Latency

52

Figure 4. Correlations between the variables.

TABLE II. VALUES OF THE CVFS.

sid
gps breite
gps laenge
pax auth
pax total
tprx
tptx
link ping

Value of CVF to explain latency values
0
0.4
0.4
0.2
0
0
0
1

Value of CVF to explain rate of downloads
0
0.3
0.3
0.2
0
1
0
0

latency values are displayed right next to the corresponding
red markers. This clustering, on the one hand, allows us to
select regions of observations with very high or low latency
or download rates to further analyze them utilizing R. On the
other hand one obtains a good impression how the observations
are distributed according to their latency values or download
rates.
IV. R ESULTS
This section presents the key results obtained from the
analysis of two different routes across Germany.
A. Berlin - Cologne
ICE line 10, the connection between Berlin in East Germany and Cologne in West Germany, links two important areas
of high population density. As the red points in Figure 6 reveal,
the rates of downloads are high, especially at the train stations
in the major cities. Furthermore, Figure 6 shows that the line
segment between Cologne and Hanover is characterized by
high rates of downloads whereas the segment between Hanover
and Berlin consists of mostly low rates of downloads (indicated
by the blue points) with only a few exceptions. Those high
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Figure 6. Selected latency values and rates of downloads between Berlin and
Cologne.

rates can be caused by either many active devices in the WiFi
or by a bad connection to the Internet.
The latter hypothesis can be evaluated with regard to the
latency. Looking at Figure 6 again, it becomes clear, that
the latency is far more volatile over the entire length of the
connection than the rate of downloads. In particular, between
Hanover and Berlin, the latency is constantly relative high
explaining the in general lower rates of downloads in this
segment. This could possibly be explained by the fact that this
region is not highly populated. Therefore the infrastructure of
mobile communication may not be that far developed (like
for example a larger distance between the cell towers) as
for example in the Ruhr area with a much higher population
density.
B. Binz - Munich
Figure 7 illustrates the route profile of ICE line 26 connecting Binz in northern Germany and Munich in southern
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Figure 7. Selected latency values and rates of downloads between Binz and
Munich.

Germany. High latency values and high rates of downloads are
indicated in red, whereas low ones are blue. It can be seen that
on the one hand near Binz, a small coastal town on an island
in the Baltic Sea, the rates of downloads are typically low.
This comes as no surprise because the population density of
this region is quite low. This is also reflected in the usage data,
i.e., there are very few devices authenticated to the network.
On the other hand, there are quite a few observations with high
download rates between Berlin and Nuremberg.
Looking at the latency values, one can notice the low values
near Binz. Hence the supply is very good while there is no
great demand for it. On the contrary, there is high demand
between Berlin and Munich, on average, there are more than
100 devices connected, but the latency is very high most of the
time. The latter especially holds between Berlin and Leipzig.
Between Leipzig and Nuremberg, the values of the latency are
very volatile, which means that the connection to the WiFi
might be unstable. Other interesting observations are the high
latency values at Munich; they contrast with most observations
in other big cities. Unfortunately, the download rates are
average at Munich, so it is difficult to assess any further
conclusions. At least there is some room for improvement
around Munich.
V. C ONCLUSION
In the preceding chapters, we showed how to analyze the
WiFi attributes of two selected line-sections of the German
railroad network using a SEN. To visualize our results, we
used the statistical programming language R. High relevance
of our analysis is attributed to the GPS data itself, the download
rate, latency and the authenticated devices in the network.
While well known statistical approaches suffered fulfilling our
requirements, the SEN enabled us to cluster the data without
extensive prior model specification.
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Our results show a good quality of the WiFi in Northern
Germany near Binz. Rather bad quality can be expected when
traveling between Berlin and Munich. The identification of
areas where the supply of mobile Internet access is good or
bad was possible.
We assumed that the user experience using the WiFi
mainly depends on the latency and the download rate. To
prove this, one could analyze the correlation between data
on the user experience and our results. Unfortunately, we
were not able to gather data on the user experience, so this
remains an exciting area of subsequent research. Furthermore,
subsequent research could utilize our methodology to analyze
which factors determine the connection between trains and cell
towers by including additional data like micro deployment data
of the antennas (e.g., the distance between antennas, signal
strength, load, etc.). Unfortunately, micro-deployment data is
rarely publicly available. This would allow exploiting further
relationships between the quality of the WiFi on the ICEs
and the mobile network in Germany. Furthermore, one could
explore the relationships between train delays and network
usage.
While our results cannot be generalized because they are
specific for Germany, the generalization of our methodology
should be possible. Our analysis mainly relies on the assumption that WiFi access is positively correlated to the customer
satisfaction of railway companies. If this assumption holds, and
proper data is available, one can conduct the same analysis for
other countries.
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Abstract—A typical problem in engineering consists of
quantifying the maximum amplitude of the signals of discretetime linear time-invariant systems. This paper suggests a
strategy based on the solution of a convex optimization problem,
in particular, a linear matrix inequality feasibility problem. The
proposed strategy is motivated by the fact that the existing
methods are generally conservative.
Keywords: Discrete-Time; Maximum Amplitude; LMI.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Discrete-time linear time-invariant systems represent a wide
class of control systems of interest [1]–[3]. For instance, they
can model a worktable motion control system or a space
station orientation control system where digital control is
implemented through the use of digital-to-analog and analogto-digital converters [4]. A typical problem in these systems
consists of quantifying the maximum amplitude of their signals. Indeed, this problem is met in order to establish that
physical quantities do not exceed their allowable limits, a
necessary step for ensuring safety.
This paper suggests a strategy for dealing with this problem. This strategy exploits polynomials and the Gram matrix
method [5] [6], and requires the solution of a Linear Matrix
Inequality (LMI) feasibility problem, which belongs to the
class of convex optimization.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses some
related works. Section III introduces the problem formulation.
Section IV presents a motivating example. Section V described
the proposed strategy. Section VI reports the conclusions.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
The problem of quantifying the maximum amplitude of the
signals of linear time-invariant systems has been studied in
the literature. In particular, LMI methods have been sought
because they can be tested through convex optimization and
because they may be exploited in the design of feedback
controllers. A pioneering work is [7], which considers the
canonical problem of quantifying the peak of the impulse
response, and shows how upper bounds can be established via
LMIs based on set invariance of quadratic Lyapunov functions.
Another pioneering work is [8], which describes how this
methodology can be used in the design of feedback controllers
ensuring desired upper bounds on the peak of the impulse
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response. The reader is also referred to recent works such as
[9] [10] where this methodology is exploited in optimal control
and in model predictive control.
However, the methodology exploited in these related works
is generally conservative and may provide upper bounds that
are rather far from the sought quantities as it will be shown in
Section IV. The idea proposed in this paper aims at providing
an LMI-based strategy where conservatism is eliminated. This
paper extends our previous work [11] where only continuoustime systems are considered.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
The notation is as follows. The set of integer numbers is
denoted by Z. The set of real numbers is denoted by R. The
transpose of a matrix A is denoted by A′ . The infinity norm
of a matrix A is denoted by kAk∞ , i.e., kAk∞ = maxi,j |ai,j |
where ai,j is the entry of A on the (i, j)-th position.
We consider the discrete-time linear time-invariant system
(
x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
(1)
y(t) = Cx(t)
where t ∈ Z is the time, x(t) ∈ Rn is the state, u(t) ∈ Rm is
the input, y(t) ∈ Rp is the output, and A ∈ Rn×n , B ∈ Rn×m
and C ∈ Rp×n are given matrices. For the system (1), we
consider the problem in canonical form described hereafter.
Let us start by introducing the following definition.
Definition 1: The impulse response of the system (1) with
respect to the i-th input channel is the function Yi (t), defined
as the solution y(t) for initial condition x(0) = 0 and input
u(t) = δ(t)Ei , where Ei is the i-th column of the m × m
identity matrix, and δ(t) is the impulse defined by

1 if t = 0
δ(t) =
(2)
0 else.
The problem addressed in this paper is as follows.
Problem 1: Given c ∈ (0, ∞), establish whether c is
an upper bound of the maximum amplitude of the impulse
response of the system (1) with respect to all input channels,
i.e.,
kYi (t)k∞ < c ∀t ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , m.
(3)
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IV. M OTIVATING E XAMPLE
In order to motivate the strategy proposed in this paper,
let us consider the simple discrete-time linear time-invariant
system described by





0
1
0
 x(t + 1) =
x(t) +
u(t)
−0.3 1
1


1 0 x(t).
y(t) =

This is a second-order system (i.e., x(t) ∈ R2 ), with scalar
input and scalar output (i.e., u(t), y(t) ∈ R). The impulse
response of this system, as defined in Definition 1, is shown
in Figure 1.

Let us use the LMI methods [7] [8] based on set invariance
of quadratic Lyapunov functions for establishing upper bounds
of the impulse response of this system. These methods are
formulated as LMI feasibility problems, and provide the upper
bound 1.307 shown in Figure 1. It is interesting to observe
from the figure that, in spite of the simplicity of the system
under consideration, this upper bound is conservative.
1.4

W = {x ∈ Rn : kCxk∞ < c} .

(5)

In order to impose the first condition, a possibility is to
require that v(x) does not increase with the time starting from
a point on the trajectories of the system (1) that correspond to
its impulse responses. This can be expressed as follows. Let
us consider the i-th input channel of the system (1), and let
Bi be the i-th column of B. Let σ be a nonnegative integer.
Then,

c >
CAk Bi ∞ ∀k = 0, . . . , σ − 1


(6)
1 ≥ v(Aσ Bi )


v(x) ≥ v(Ax).

In order to impose the second condition, let us observe
that the inclusion of the sublevel set V in the set W can be
expressed by the condition
v(x) > 1 ∀x : kCxk∞ ≥ c.

(7)

This condition could be imposed through the introduction of
polynomial multipliers, which are typically exploited in order
to convert local properties (such as, local positivity) into global
properties (such as, global positivity).

1.2
1

Lastly, in order to search for a polynomial v(x) that satisfies the conditions previously mentioned, one could exploit
the Gram matrix method [5] [6]. Indeed, let us consider a
polynomial p(x) of degree not greater than 2d, where d is a
nonnegative integer. Then, p(x) can be expressed through the
Gram matrix method as

0.8

y(t)

entries of the corresponding output is smaller than the desired
upper bound c. By denoting with W the latter set, we have

0.6
0.4
0.2

p(x) = b(x)′ (P + L(α)) b(x)

0
-0.2
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

t
Fig. 1. Black circles: impulse response. Red line: upper bound provided by
[7], [8].

(8)

where b(x) is a vector of monomials in x of degree not
greater than d, P is a symmetric matrix, L(α) is a linear
parameterization of the linear set
o
n
(9)
L = L̃ = L̃′ : b(x)′ L̃b(x) = 0 ,
and α is a free vector. The existence of α satisfying the LMI

V. P ROPOSED S TRATEGY
P + L(α) ≥ 0
In this section, we describe the strategy proposed for dealing
with Problem 1. The first idea is to describe the trajectories of
the system (1) that correspond to its impulse responses through
the sublevel set of a polynomial. Specifically, we denote this
sublevel set as
V = {x ∈ Rn : v(x) ≤ 1}

ISBN: 978-1-61208-723-8

is equivalent to the property that the polynomial p(x) is a
sum of squares of polynomials. Since this property implies
that p(x) is nonnegative, one could exploit the Gram matrix
method to turn the search for a polynomial v(x) into an LMI
feasibility problem.

(4)

where v(x) is a polynomial. The polynomial v(x) should be
determined under two main conditions. The first condition is
that the trajectories of the system (1) that correspond to its
impulse responses are included in the sublevel set V. The
second condition is that the sublevel set V is included in the
set of states for which the maximum amplitude among the
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper has suggested an LMI-based strategy for quantifying the maximum amplitude of the signals of discrete-time
linear time-invariant systems. Future work will investigate the
realization of this strategy and its use in the design of feedback
controllers.
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Abstract—Data mining systems form granules of information
from data sets. Methods used to construct these granules can
significantly impact the overall accuracy of the resulting model. In
this paper, we study incomplete data sets with two interpretations
of missing attribute values, lost values and “do not care”
conditions, to determine the best method between two approaches
and achieve the highest accuracy. For such incomplete data sets,
we apply data mining based on two probabilistic approximations,
global and saturated. The main objective of our paper is to
compare both approaches in terms of an error rate, evaluated by
ten-fold cross validation. Saturated probabilistic approximations
are closer to the concept than global probabilistic approximations,
so the corresponding error rate should be smaller. Using a
5% level of significance, our main result shows that there are
differences between both approaches. However, in general neither
is better for all data sets and thus, both approaches should be
tried for each data set with the best selected for rule induction.
Keywords–Data mining; rough set theory; probabilistic approximations; MLEM2 rule induction algorithm; lost values; “do not
care” conditions.

alized to incomplete data sets in [10].
Characteristic sets were introduced in [11] for incomplete
data sets with any interpretation of missing attribute values.
One of the methods being used in this paper, global probabilistic approximations, were introduced in [12]. This prior
work expanded the ideas of characteristic sets and also studied
their performance as a data mining tool. To further improve
our methodology, we introduce a new idea of saturated probabilistic approximations. Our main objective is to compare both
approaches in terms of an error rate, evaluated by ten-fold cross
validation. The Modified Learning from Examples Module,
version 2 (MLEM2) [13] was used for rule induction.
This paper starts with a discussion on incomplete data
in Section II where we define attribute-value blocks and
characteristic sets. In Section III, we present two types of
probabilistic approximations, global and saturated. Section IV
contains the details of our experiments. Finally, conclusions
are presented in Section V.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper, we use two interpretations of a missing
attribute value: lost values and “do not care” conditions. Lost
values indicate that the original values were erased, and as a
result we should use only existing, specified attribute values
for rule induction. A lost value is denoted by “?”. “Do not
care” conditions mean that the missing attribute value may
be replaced by any specified attribute value. A “do not care”
condition is denoted by “*”.
We use for data mining probabilistic approximations, a
generalization of the idea of lower and upper approximations
known in rough set theory. A probabilistic approximation
is associated with a parameter (probability) α, if α = 1, a
probabilistic approximation is reduced to the lower approximation; if α is a small positive number, e.g., 0.001, the
probabilistic approximation becomes the upper approximation.
Usually, probabilistic approximations are applied to completely
specified data sets [1]–[9]. Such approximations were gener-

II. I NCOMPLETE DATA
We assume that the input data sets are presented in the
form of a decision table. An example of a decision table is
shown in Table I. Rows of the decision table represent cases,
while columns are labeled by variables. The set of all cases
will be denoted by U . In Table I, U = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8}. Independent variables are called attributes and a dependent
variable is called a decision and is denoted by d. The set of all
attributes will be denoted by A. In Table I, A = {Temperature,
Headache, Cough}. The value for a case x and an attribute a
will be denoted by a(x). For example, Temperature(1) = high.
The set X of all cases defined by the same value of
the decision d is called a concept. For example, a concept
associated with the value yes of the decision Flu is the set {1,
2, 3, 4}.
For a variable a and its value v, (a, v) is called a variablevalue pair. A block of (a, v), denoted by [(a, v)], is the set
{x ∈ U | a(x) = v} [14]. For incomplete decision tables, the
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TABLE I. A DECISION TABLE
Attributes

Decision

Case

Temperature

Headache

Cough

Flu

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

high
*
very-high
high
normal
high
?
normal

yes
no
*
no
yes
*
no
yes

*
no
yes
*
no
no
*
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no

definition of a block of an attribute-value pair is modified in
the following way:
• if for an attribute a and a case x we have a(x) = ?, the
case x should not be included in any blocks [(a, v)]
for all values v of attribute a;
• if for an attribute a and a case x we have a(x) = ∗,
the case x should be included in blocks [(a, v)] for all
specified values v of attribute a.
For the data set from Table I, the blocks of attribute-value
pairs are:
[(Temperature, normal)] = {2, 5, 8},
[(Temperature, high)] = {1, 2, 4, 6},
[(Temperature, very-high)] = {2, 3},
[(Headache, no)] = {2, 3, 4, 6, 7},
[(Headache, yes)] = {1, 3, 5, 6, 8},
[(Cough, no)] = {1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7}, and
[(Cough, yes)] = {1, 3, 4, 7, 8}.
For a case x ∈ U and B ⊆ A, the characteristic set KB (x)
is defined as the intersection of the sets K(x, a), for all a ∈ B,
where the set K(x, a) is defined in the following way:
• if a(x) is specified, then K(x, a) is the block
[(a, a(x))] of attribute a and its value a(x);
• if a(x) = ? or a(x) = ∗, then K(x, a) = U .
For example, for Table I and B = A,

A. Global Probabilistic Approximations
An idea of the global probabilistic approximation, though
restricted only to lower and upper approximations, was introduced in [15][16], and presented in a general form in [12].
Let X be a concept, X ⊆ U . A B-global probabilistic
approximation of the concept X, based on characteristic sets,
global
with the parameter α and denoted by apprα,B
(X) is defined
as the following set
[
{KB (x) | ∃ Y ⊆ U ∀ x ∈ Y, P r(X|KB (x)) ≥ α}. (1)
In general, for given sets B and X and the parameter
α, there exist many B-global probabilistic approximations
of X. Additionally, the algorithm for computing B-global
probabilistic approximations is of exponential computational
complexity. Therefore, we decided to use a heuristic version
of the definition of B-global probabilistic approximation,
called a MLEM2 B-global probabilistic approximation of the
concept X, associated with a parameter α and denoted by
mlem2
apprα,B
(X), [12]. This definition is based on the rule
induction algorithm MLEM2 [17]. The MLEM2 algorithm
is used in the Learning from Examples using Rough Sets
(LERS) data mining system [17]–[19]. The approximation
mlem2
(X) is constructed from characteristic sets KB (y),
apprα,B
the most relevant to the concept X, i.e., with |X ∩ KB (y)|
as large as possible and P r(X|KB (y)) ≥ α, where y ∈ U .
If more than one characteristic set KB (y) satisfies both
conditions, we pick the characteristic set KB (y) with the
largest P r(X|KB (y)). If this criterion ends up with a tie, a
characteristic set is picked up heuristically, as the first on the
list [12].
In this paper, we study MLEM2 B-global probabilistic
approximations based on characteristic sets, with B = A,
and calling them, for simplicity, global probabilistic approximations associated with the parameter α, denoted by
apprαmlem2 (X). Similarly, for B = A, the characteristic set
KB (X) is denoted by K(x).
Let Eα (X) be the set of all eligible characteristic sets
defined as follows

K(1, T emperature) = [(T emperature, high)] = {1, 2, 4, 6},

{K(x) | x ∈ U, P r(X|K(x)) ≥ α}.

K(1, Headache) = [(Headache, yes)] = {1, 3, 5, 6, 8}

A heuristic version of the MLEM2 global probabilistic
approximation is computed using the algorithm specified in
Figure 1.
For Table I, all distinct MLEM2 global probabilistic approximations are

and
K(1, Cough) = U
so KA (1) = {1, 2, 4, 6} ∩ {1, 3, 5, 6, 8} ∩ U = {1, 6}.
Similarly,
KA (2)
KA (3)
KA (4)
KA (5)
KA (6)
KA (7)
KA (8)

(2)

appr1mlem2 ({1, 2, 3, 4}) = {3},
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

{2, 4,
{3},
{2, 4,
{5},
{1, 2,
{2, 3,
{8}.

6, 7},
mlem2
appr0.75
({1, 2, 3, 4}) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6},

6},

mlem2
appr0.6
({1, 2, 3, 4}) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7},

4, 6},
4, 6, 7}, and

mlem2
appr0.5
({5, 6, 7, 8}) = {2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and

III. P ROBABILISTIC A PPROXIMATIONS
In this section, we will discuss two types of probabilistic
approximations: global and saturated.
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MLEM2 global probabilistic approximation algorithm
input: a set X (a concept), a set Eα (X),
output: a set T (apprαmlem2 (X))
begin
G := X;
T := ∅;
Y := Eα (X);
while G 6= ∅ and Y 6= ∅
begin
select a characteristic set K(x) ∈ Y
such that |K(x) ∩ X| is maximum;
if a tie occurs, select K(x) ∈ Y
with the smallest cardinality;
if another tie occurs, select the first K(x);
T := T ∪ K(x);
G := G − T ;
Y := Y − K(x)
end
end

Saturated probabilistic approximation algorithm
input: a set X (a concept), index m,
a set Ei (x) for i = 1, 2,..., n and x ∈ U ,
output: a set T (apprαsaturated
(X))
m
begin
T := ∅;
Yi (x) := Ei (x) for all i = 1, 2,..., m and x ∈ U ;
for j = 1, 2,..., m do
while Yj (x) 6= ∅
begin
select a characteristic set K(x) ∈ Yj (x)
such that |K(x) ∩ X| is maximum;
if a tie occurs, select the first K(x);
Yj (x) := Yj (x) − K(x);
if (K(x) − T ) ∩ X 6= ∅
then T := T ∪ K(x);
if X ⊆ T then exit
end
end

Figure 1. MLEM2 Global Approximation Algorithm

Figure 2. Saturated Probabilistic Approximation Algorithm

B. Saturated Probabilistic Approximations
Another heuristic version of the probabilistic approximation is based on selection of characteristic sets while giving
higher priority to characteristic sets with larger conditional
probability P r(X|K(x)). Additionally, if the approximation
covers all cases from the concept X, we stop adding characteristic sets.
Let X be a concept and let x ∈ U . Let us compute all
conditional probabilities P r(X|K(x)). Then, we sort the set

mlem2
Note that appr0.6
({1, 2, 3, 4}) covers the case 7 in spite
of the fact that the case 7 is not a member of the concept {1,
2, 3, 4}. The set {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7} is not listed among saturated
probabilistic approximations of the concept {1, 2, 3, 4}.

{P r(X|K(x)) | x ∈ U }.

(3)

Let us denote the sorted list of such conditional probabilities by α1 , α2 ,..., αn , where α1 is the largest. For any i = 1,
2,..., n, the set Ei (x) is defined as follows
{K(x) | x ∈ U, P r(X|K(x) = αi }.

(4)

If we want to compute a saturated probabilistic approximation, denoted by apprαsaturated (X), for some α, 0 < α ≤ 1,
we need to identify the index m such that
αm ≥ α > αm+1 ,

(5)

where m ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} and αn+1 = 0. Then, the saturated
probabilistic approximation apprαsaturated
(X) is computed usm
ing the algorithm specified in Figure 2.
For Table I, all distinct saturated probabilistic approximations are
appr1saturated ({1, 2, 3, 4}) = {3},
saturated
appr0.75
({1, 2, 3, 4}) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6},

appr1saturated ({5, 6, 7, 8}) = {5, 8} and
saturated
appr0.5
({5, 6, 7, 8}) = {2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.
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C. Rule Induction
Once the global and saturated probabilistic approximations
associated with a parameter α are constructed, rule sets are
induced using the rule induction algorithm based on another
parameter, also interpreted as a probability, and denoted by
β. This algorithm also uses MLEM2 principles [20], with the
algorithm details shown in Figure 3.
For example, for Table I and α = β = 0.5, using the saturated probabilistic approximations, the MLEM2 rule induction
algorithm induces the following rules:
(Cough, no) & (Headache, no) → (Flu, no),
(Temperature, normal) → (Flu, no),
(Temperature, high) → (Flu, yes) and
(Temperature, very-high) → (Flu, yes).
IV. E XPERIMENTS
The goal of this research is to select the best approach for
rule set induction in data mining. The data sets were chosen
to represent various types of data (symbolic or numeric) in an
attempt to find the best method. For our experiments, we used
eight data sets that are available in the University of California
at Irvine Machine Learning Repository.
For every data set, a template was created. Such a template
was formed by replacing randomly 35% of existing specified
attribute values by lost values. The same templates were used
for constructing data sets with “do not care” conditions, by
replacing “?”s with “∗”s. The reason that these data sets were
selected is because they represent a reasonable distribution of
types of data and data set sizes to measure the impacts of
the experiments. Furthermore, 35% is selected as a missing
attribute percentage is because it is the maximum percentage
that is able to be replaced with all records having at least one
value specified.
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Figure 3. MLEM2 Rule Induction Algorithm
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Figure 5. Error rate for the Breast cancer data set

Global, ?
Global, *

60

Saturated, ?

Error rate (%)

MLEM2 rule induction algorithm
input: a set Y (an approximation of X) and a parameter β,
output: a set T (a rule set),
begin
G := Y ;
D := Y ;
T := ∅;
J := ∅;
while G 6= ∅
begin
T := ∅;
Ts := ∅;
Tn := ∅;
T (G) := {t | [t] ∩ G 6= ∅};
while (T = ∅ or [T ] 6⊆ D) and T (G) 6= ∅
begin
select a pair t = (at , vt ) ∈ T (G) with maximum of
|[t] ∩ G|; if a tie occurs, select a pair t ∈ T (G)
with the smallest cardinality of [t]; if another tie occurs,
select first pair;
T := T ∪ {t};
G := [t] ∩ G;
T (G) := {t | [t] ∩ G 6= ∅};
if at is symbolic {let Vat be the domain of at }
then
Ts := Ts ∪ {(at , v)|v ∈ Vat }
else {at is numerical, let t = (at , u..v)} and Tn :=
Tn ∪ {(at , x..y) | disjoint x..y and u..v}∪
{(at , x..y) | x..y ⊇ u..v};
T (G) := T (G) − (Ts ∪ Tn );
end {while};
if P r(X | [T ]) ≥ β
then
begin
D := D ∪ [T ];
T := T ∪ {T };
end {then}
else J := J ∪ {T };
G := D − ∪S∈T ∪J [S];
end {while};
for each T ∈ T do
for each numerical attribute at with
(at , u..v) ∈ T do
while (T contains at least two different pairs (at , u..v)
and (at , x..y) with the same numerical attribute at )
replace these two pairs with a new pair
(at , common part of (u..v) and (x..y));
for each t ∈ T do
if [T − {t}] ⊆ D then T := T − {t};
for each T ∈ T do
if ∪S∈(T −{T }) [S] = ∪S∈T [S] then T := T − {T };
end {procedure}.
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0
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0.4
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1

Figure 6. Error rate for the Echocardiogram data set

In our experiments, we used the MLEM2 rule induction
algorithm. In all experiments, the parameter α was equal to
0.5. Results of our experiments are presented in Figures 4–
11, where “Global” denotes a MLEM2 global probabilistic
approximation, “Saturated” denotes a saturated probabilistic
approximation, “?” denotes lost values and “∗” denotes “do
not care” conditions. In our experiments, four approaches for
mining incomplete data sets were used, since we combined two
options of probabilistic approximations: global and saturated
with two interpretations of missing attribute values: lost and
“do not care” conditions.

110
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Figure 4. Error rate for the Bankruptcy data
Figure 7. Error rate for the Hepatitis data set
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Figure 8. Error rate for the Image segmentation data set
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Figure 11. Error rate for the Wine recognition data set

70

TABLE II. RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Global, ?

Error rate (%)

Global, *
Saturated, ?

50

Data set

Friedman test results
(5% significance level)

Bankruptcy

(Global, *) is better than (Global, ?)
(Saturated, *) is better than (Global, *)
(Global, *) is better than (Saturated, ?)
(Saturated, *) is better than (Saturated, ?)

Iris

(Global, *) is better than (Global, ?)
(Saturated, *) is better than (Global, ?)
(Global, *) is better than (Saturated, ?)
(Saturated, *) is better than (Saturated, ?)

Lymphography

(Global, *) is better than (Global, ?)
(Saturated, *) is better than (Global, ?)
(Global, *) is better than (Saturated, ?)
(Saturated, *) is better than (Saturated, ?)

Echocardiogram

(Global, ?) is better than (Global, *)
(Saturated, ?) is better than (Global, *)

Hepatitis

(Global, ?) is better than(Saturated, *)
(Saturated, ?) is better than (Saturated, *)

Wine recognition

(Global, *) is better than (Saturated, *)
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Figure 9. Error rate for the Iris data set

These four approaches were compared by applying the
distribution free Friedman rank sum test and then by the
post-hoc test (distribution-free multiple comparisons based
on the Friedman rank sums), with a 5% level of significance. The null hypothesis H0 of the Friedman test, claiming that differences between these approaches are insignificant, was rejected for Breast cancer and Image recognition
as the only data sets. Results of the post-hoc distribution
free all-treatments multiple comparisons Wilcoxon-NemenyiMcDonald-Thompson test for the remaining six data sets are
60
Global, ?

Error rate (%)

Global, *
Saturated, ?

50

Saturated, *

40
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0

0.2

0.4
0.6
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0.8

Figure 10. Error rate for the Lymphography data set
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presented in Table II. This table is divided into three parts.
In the first part, for Bankruptcy, Iris and Lymphography data
sets, data mining approaches based on “do not care” conditions
are always better than approaches based on lost values. In
the second part, for Echocardiogram and Hepatitis, it is the
other way around. In the third part, for Wine recognition, the
only conclusion is that for “do not care” conditions global
probabilistic approximations are better than saturated ones.
Due to the varying characteristics of the data, as follows
from the experimental results, no particular combination was
identified as the best for all situations.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We compared four approaches for mining incomplete data
sets, combining two interpretations of missing attribute values
with two types of probabilistic approximations. Our criterion
of quality was an error rate computed as a result of ten-fold
cross-validation. As follows from our experiments, there were
significant differences between the four approaches. However,
the best approach, associated with the smallest error rate,
depends on a specific data set. Thus, for a given data set,
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the base approach to mining must be selected by running
experiments involved with all four approaches.
In future work, we will continue to study the experimental
effects of saturation in an effort to form a theoretical basis
for our ideas. Furthermore, these ideas will be extended to
Maximal Consistent Blocks [21][22] to include the concepts
of saturation with a thorough measurement of the experimental
performance.
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Abstract—The concept of Artificial Intelligence (AI) was
introduced about 60 years ago. At the same time, Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs) were devised as a means for AI
implementation. They were conceived as a collection of small
interconnected computational units (called artificial neurons),
which are supposed to imitate the biological neurons of the
human brain. Essentially, ANNs were devised as data
processing units – 60 years ago, all things in the world were
considered computational. But today, the brain is thought as
an information processing system. Therefore, biological
neurons (and their artificial analogs) should be considered as
information-processing units. This shift in the underlying
assumptions is overlooked by almost all AI designers. I hope
that a clarification of this issue will help AI designers to avoid
dead ended trails and harmful pitfalls on their way to a
successful and trustworthy AI realization.

technologies, explosive growth of computing power,
proliferation of broadband internet equipment, have led to
an unprecedented flood of data inundating our surrounding.
In such circumstances traditional practice of humancentered management of data volumes does not hold
anymore and has to be delegated to a machine (a computer
as we usually call it today). It is self-evident that such a
computer has to possess many human-like cognitive
abilities, which underpin understanding, analysis, and
interpretation of the incoming data streams. In short, has to
possess AI abilities.
The urgent need for AI solutions apt to meet the growing
flood of Big data has led to an unprecedented rise in AI
R&D efforts undertaken today around the world.

Keywords- Artificial Intelligence; Artificial Neural Network;
information; information processing

As the opportunities of AI technology become more
recognized and appreciated, more and more nation states
begin to consider their own AI strategies. Tim Dutton, in
[2], has summarized a package of such national programs
announced in the past two years.
In 2018, 25 European countries have joined up to make
sure that the AI revolution doesn’t leave them aside. The EU
Commission has adopted a document that includes a
commitment to increase the EU’s investment in AI from
€500 million in 2017 to €1.5 billion by the end of 2020, and
the creation of the European AI Alliance, [2]. President
Emmanuel Macron unveiled France’s €1.5 billion plan to
turn his country into a world leader for AI research and
innovation. The U.K. Parliament has urged its government
to draw up a policy to help the country become one of the
world’s AI leaders. Germany, too, has its grand ambitions in
AI, [3], [4].
All these announcements are inspired by the idea that
Europe must catch up with the United States and China in
an AI arms race. Although the leadership of the United
States and China is worldwide acknowledged and
appreciated, the real state of affairs in AI R&D in US and
China remains blurred and ambiguous.
The accepted (in the USA) free-market-oriented
approach results in an entangled combination of classified
research, public contracts from development organizations
(like DARPA), and partnerships with the private sector, [4].
The extent of government funding in each of the sectors is
blurred and unclear: In its unclassified 2017 budget,
Pentagon reported on spending approximately $7.4 billion on

I.

INTRODUCTION

It is generally agreed and accepted that the human race
is on the eve of a great and unknown time – the time of the
AI era advent and victory. What once was considered a
futuristic technology today begins to penetrate almost every
aspect of our life.
The unprecedently rapid pace of AI infiltration is usually
attributed to the latest Deep Learning Neural Nets (DLNN)
explosion. Although Neural Nets have their roots a lot of
years ago, DLNNs have rapidly became the best known
technique in AI, yielding numerous state of the art results in
a wide variety of domains such as speech recognition, image
processing , language translation and as such tough and
difficult tasks.
Wikipedia defines Deep learning as a set of machine
learning algorithms that attempt to model high-level
abstractions in data by using model architectures composed
of multiple non-linear transformations. Deep learning
software works by filtering data through a hierarchical,
multilayered network of simulated neurons that are
individually simple but can exhibit complex behavior when
linked together, [1]. The might of Deep learning is now
servicing AI research and development (R&D) supremacy.
Although in its long history AI’s R&D has seen several
ups and downs, the current surge of interest in AI is
unmatched in its extent and enormity. The reason for this is
the advent of the Big data era: Advances in sensor
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AI and the supporting fields, [3]. Billions more are invested
in classified R&D, but how large are the figures is unknown.
DARPA alone pledged to invest $2 billion in AI over the
next five years through its AI Next initiative [5].
Similarly blurred and fuzzy are China’s intentions in the
AI. Only the budget figures are much more higher: The
Chinese government pledges to build a US$150 billion AI
industry by 2030, [4].
It is worth to be mentioned that human brain research,
which is closely related and associated with AI’s R&D,
exhibits remarkably lower levels of government support and
funding: The USA BRAIN Initiative is provided with $1
billion budget for ten years of project duration. European
Human Brain Project is funded with 1.3 billion euro for the
same 10 years long research span.
III.

UNEXPECTED HURDLES

Despite the hype and the fascination that naturally
surrounds AI undertakings, the real state of affairs is far
from being satisfactory – despite of a long history of use and
exploration, the operational principles of the DLNNs remain
unclear and ambiguous. There is still little insight into their
internal operations, and a lack of knowledge on why and
how they achieve their impressive performances. From a
scientific point of view, this is entirely unsatisfactory.
Without a clear understanding of how and why the NNs
work, the development of better models inevitably reduces
to trial-and-error experimentation [6].
For that reason, the issue of explainability,
interpretability, and transparency of ANNs applications has
become a subject of hot public discourse and is repeatedly
raised at many AI design related conferences, forums and
gatherings, [7], [8], [9], [10].
An interesting turn in this discussion has been inspired
by the recent announcement of Ali Rahimi (and his friends)
that Machine Learning (ML) and AI “have slipped out of
the bounds of science and engineering into alchemy”, [11].
At the 2017 NIPS conference, Ali Rahimi declared that AI
researchers do not know why some algorithms work and
others don't. Relying on a trial and error strategy, AI
algorithms have become a form of "alchemy." [12].
IV.

OVERLOOKED REASONS

There is a common agreement among the participants of
the public discussions about the measures that should to be
taken in order to reach more “user friendly” and explainable
ML/ANN constructions [13]. However, what is surprising in
these recommendations is that, (agreeing with the statement
that better theoretical understanding of the ANNs functional
principles is compulsory for further successful development
of ML/AI applications), no single attempt is undertaken to
elaborate such theoretical principles. Therefore, I consider
as my duty to try and to develop these overlooked
theoretical grounds.
As to me, contemporary ANN designers are ignorant and
unaware about the difference and the inconsistency between
artificial and natural biologic neurons. While artificial
neurons are intentionally designed to be data processing
computational units, the natural biologic neurons are
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evolutionary developed to deal with and carry out
information processing.
60 years ago, the world was at the dawn of a computing
era, and the human brain was regarded as a computing
device. Intelligence was considered as a human trait and as a
product of human brain activity. Therefore, Intelligence was
considered to be a computable function, and Computational
Intelligence has evolved as a respected field of humanrelated computer science.
To facilitate human brain functioning studies, Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs) were conceived as a set of tightly
interconnected simple computational units resembling the
network of biological neurons in human brain. As it was just
mentioned, ANNs units’ functionality indisputably implies
data processing ability. That is, ANNs were designed and
used as data processing (computational) devices.
However, in recent decades, a significant paradigm shift
in brain functionality understanding has occurred. Now,
human brain is considered as an information processing
apparatus. Intelligence, thus, should be seen as an
information processing outcome. Subsequently, brain
neurons should be seen as information processing units (not
data processing instruments, as it was before). At the same
time, Intelligence is no more an exceptionally human trait –
it is a feature common to all living beings, with and without
brains or nervous systems. (Another argument in favor of an
information processing principle).
Contemporary AI designers are not aware about these
revolutionary transforms. The difference between data and
information is not seen and not understood properly by the
contemporary research community and therefore the subject
is overlooked and neglected. Often, the notions of data and
information are used interchangeably, most often being
mixed and blended. That is the legacy of Shannon’s
Information Theory or, let us be more accurate, the way of
how people understand and use Shannon’s Theory. I do not
think it would be wise to deepen our understanding of these
inconsistencies. Rather, I think, it will be more appropriate
to understand what actually information is.
V.

LET ME EXPLAIN

There is a widespread conviction that a consensus
definition of Information does not exist. I do not agree with
this. On several occasions, I have already published my
opinion on the subject [14], [15], [16]. This time, with all
fitting excuses, I would like to repeat some parts of these
earlier publications in order to preserve consistency of this
discussion.
Contrary to the widespread use of Shannon’s
Information Theory, my research relies on Kolmogorov’s
ideas on information, [17]. According to Kolmogorov, a not
random binary string (called a separate finite object) can be
represented by a compressed description of it (produced by
a computer program in an algorithmic fashion) “in such a
way that from the description, the original message can be
completely reconstructed” [18]. The compressed description
of a binary object has been dubbed as “algorithmic
information” and its quantitative measure (the length of the
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descriptive program) has been dubbed as the description
“Complexity”.
Taking Kolmogorov’s insights as a starting point, I have
developed my own definition of information that can be
articulated in the following way: “Information is a
linguistic description of structures observable in a given
data set”.
To make the scrutiny into this definition more palpable I
propose to consider a digital image as a given data set. A
digital image is a two-dimensional set of data elements
called picture elements or pixels. In an image, pixels are
distributed not randomly, but, due to the similarity in their
physical properties, they are naturally grouped into some
clusters or clumps. I propose to call these clusters primary
or physical data structures.
In the eyes of an external observer, the primary data
structures are further arranged into more larger and complex
agglomerations, which I propose to call secondary data
structures. These secondary structures reflect human
observer’s view on the grouping of primary data structures,
and therefore they could be called meaningful or semantic
data structures. While formation of primary (physical) data
structures is guided by objective (natural, physical)
properties of the data, the subsequent formation of
secondary (semantic) data structures is a subjective process
guided by human conventions and habits.
As it was said, Description of structures observable in
a data set should be called “Information”. In this regard,
two types of information must be distinguished – Physical
Information and Semantic Information. They are both
language-based descriptions; however, physical information
can be described with a variety of languages (recall that
mathematics is also a language), while semantic information
can be described only by means of natural human language.
(More details on the subject could be find in [19]).
Those, who will go and look in [19], would discover that
every information description is a top-down-evolving
coarse-to-fine hierarchy of descriptions representing various
levels of description complexity (various levels of
description details). Physical information hierarchy is
located at the lowest level of the semantic hierarchy. The
process of sensor data interpretation is reified as a process
of physical information extraction from the input data,
followed by an attempt to associate this physical
information (about the input data) with physical information
already retained at the lowest level of the semantic
hierarchy.
If such an association is attained, the input physical
information becomes related (via the physical information
retained in the system) with a relevant linguistic term, with a
word that places the physical information in the context of a
phrase that provides the semantic interpretation of it (see
also the block diagram in [14]). In such a way, the input
physical data object becomes named with an appropriate
linguistic label and framed into a suitable linguistic phrase
(and further – in a story, a tale, a narrative), which provides
the desired meaning for the input physical information.
(Again, more details can be found on the website [19]).
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VI.

WHAT FOLLOWS FROM ALL THIS

Equipped with the “In this paper introduced” (ITPI)
definition of Information we can now try to analyze what is
going on in a typical ANN-based AI installation (it goes
without further saying that DLNN, CNN, RNN, and all
other NN versions are simply revisions of the same basic
NN layout). Usually, as it is always proudly declared, after
an act of training the NN transforms autonomously the data
at its input into a semantic label or a semantic statement at
its output. Terms “physical information” and “semantic
information” are not known to the ANN design community.
As a result, any information processing goal has not been
foreseen and is not fulfilled in the course of ANN data
processing activity.
It is unnecessary to remind the readers that according to
ITPI theory, direct transition from primary (physical)
information description to secondary (semantic) information
description is not possible (does not exist). It is
unreasonable, from a theoretical point of view. The
grouping of primary data structures into secondary data
structures is entirely an observer’s privilege and prerogative.
The rules of secondary structures organization are
subjective, that is, they are solely observer’s habits and
concerns. Intelligence displaying systems (natural or
artificial) acquire them as a grant, as a gift, a shared
common agreement (a common knowledge base).
Afterwards they all are preserved (conserved) in the
system’s memory. ANN training phase can be seen as a hint
of this processing tread. But in ANN practice, which is
devoid of any information processing intents, such things
are even do not appear.
The term “information” is frequently seen in ANN R&D
texts. But it is used in the sense of Shannon’s Information
Theory. That is, the term information is used as a
substitution swap for data. Shannon’s theory does not define
what information is. It introduces and exploits a notion of
“information measure”. Which is equivalent to the
“entropy” of a data set. Shannon himself has warned not to
mix up the terms (information and information measure).
But who cares?
An important outcome of the ITPI theory is the
referential mode of information processing, which is
unknown (to AI systems designers) and therefore is not
addressed in any ANN-based AI designs. The long list of
missed AI related properties that must be satisfied in an
information processing AI system is not even mentioned
here because of the limited article space.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this paper is not to reject or deny AI’s
virtues or to turn down its achievements. The purpose of
this paper is to convince interested people that any further
success in AI R&D requires immediate rejection of the
ANN approach, which today is the main workhorse of AI
modeling.
The notions of AI and ANN were introduced about 60
years ago. It was at the down of the computer era, when,
according to the spirit of that time, every fact and every
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action were considered as a computational expression. All
scientific fields were considered “computational”. The brain
and its functions were considered computational (recall
“Computational Intelligence”, which is alive and prosperous
even in these days). Brain neurons, accordingly, were
regarded as computational units. It is worth to mention that
“computational” always implies “busy with data
processing”.
The beginning of this century was denoted by a rapid
paradigm shift in scientific thinking – from data processing
predisposition to information processing preference. Almost
immediately, Computational Biology has become converted
to Cognitive Biology, Computational Neuroscience to
Cognitive Neuroscience, Computer Vision to Cognitive
Vision. Almost every conventional Computational science
was converted to an associated Cognitive science. (Here
“Cognitive” implies “Information processing” aptness and
ability). Unfortunately, ANN-based approach to AI
modeling has not been affected by this general paradigm
shifting.
At the same time, the information processing paradigm
adopted by the whole spectrum of biological sciences has
led to significant advancement in understanding the nature
and special virtues of Intelligence. Intelligence is not
anymore a uniquely human attribute. It is an evolutionary
developed feature present in every living being, from
bacteria to humans. Intelligence – as an ability to process
information – is present now (evident, observable,
discernable) at all levels of living beings spectrum. It does
not require Neural Nets complexity, it is ruled by the same
principles of information processing at all levels of living
beings presence, [20]. Therefore, such things as Narrow
Intelligence or General Intelligence for this constellation do
not exist. You can guess that Artificial Intelligence and
Natural Intelligence (in such a case and with all their
diversities) differ only by the level of information
complexity that is supposed to be processed or is actually
processed in the system.
I hope that clarification of these issues will help AI
designers to avoid dead ended trails and harmful pitfalls on
their way to a successful and trustworthy AI realization.
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Abstract—In many processes, an intelligent system using a
development simulation effective for the diagnosis system
depends on the sensor fault isolation problem. This work
presents a review of using advanced measurement technology
relevant to the sensor fault detection field through the
implementation of process instrumentations to improve safety
and reliability in systems. The system’s dynamics change in
time as it is affected by multiple functions and nonlinear
characteristic measurements. In such an environment, the
controllers should adapt on the fly to ensure performance
stability. An adaptable development method should be
employed to improve measurement in control systems.
Keywords-sensor fault types; nonlinear characteristic
measurement; fault detection and isolation FDI; diagnosis;
adaptable method.

I.

INTRODUCTION

All real systems may encounter malfunctions or defects,
which occur in sensors, actuators or the components of the
system itself [1]. Abnormalities and component faults are
increasingly studied as part of research meant to improve
reliability and safety in industrial systems, especially in
automatic control systems. Passive faults and active faults
based on fault diagnosis can refer to the design and operation
of measurement and control [2]. If a characteristic property
or parameter of a system changes from the standard
condition, the diagnosis system checks some predictable
faults such as the blocking of an actuator or the loss of sensor
or the disconnection of a system component. A diagnosis
decision using previously acquired knowledge from a
healthy system is usually made by using observation based
methods or parameter estimation techniques. However, some
nonlinear characteristics in the system may not be exact or
observed in the estimating process. There is a need to require
an effective adaptive development method for sensor fault
diagnosis. Improving fault measurement via sensor isolation
is the main way to achieve an intelligent environment for a
diagnosis system as compared to other conventional fault
diagnosis procedures that only work with fault tolerant
system.
In a dynamic system, the intrinsic parameters of a system
will modify the system’s dynamic. For the measurement
system, inaccurate values of physical variables in the sensor
and the environment factors, such as poor or bad
environmental conditions, affect to stable configuration
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structure or cause damage to the stability of the system. For
example the bias, the drift or the freezing at low temperature
of sensors can lead to seriously unstable configuration or can
influence the system structure. These inner unstable
characteristics are described by using the function of
phenomenological analysis or general basis function, which
are observed behaviors of the system. The change in the
inputs affects the output and it can be the reason of some
otherwise unobserved states in control system.
The step of detecting and measuring these nonlinear
characteristics in a system, such as factors for structural
damage, is critical towards measuring the quality of a
system. Because the characterization of each component or
each part in a system is completely different, such as for
example random fault-variation of supply voltage,
temperature changes or inaccurate instrument reading, the
automatic recovery system needs some specific control
techniques to improve safety and reliability. The methods for
fault detection of these nonlinear characteristics have to
operate under the constraint that there is potential inaccuracy
in the model, or the model used may not precisely match the
situation. The following optimization techniques in [4][7]
present the identification of possible improvements of the
onboard systems[6].
Improving measurements by sensor fault isolation in a
control system to avoid accidents and optimization route is
an efficient desired fault detection method to improve a
diagnosis system. This work gives an overview of the
various ways of measurements to better analyze and design
for adaptable development methods. This also combines with
modern control theory, provides a development simulation of
nonlinear characteristic as a virtual tool for understanding the
effects of input noise and time delay on the system operation
and tolerance. The diagnosis system then identifies the
relationship between fault detection and the allowable delay
operations while ensuring a stable system performance.
These analysis improvements based on the model free
nonlinear control, a well defined controllability observer,
provide more for the mathematical basis by multifunction
faults in section II. Section III is the application adaptive
method for some sensor fault groups. The conclusion will
approach to the periodic diagnosis role in the complex
system using this method.
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II.

MAIN PROBLEM

There are two main aspects to improving detection of
when a fault happened in the control system. The first is the
sensor fault type which is either open loop or close loop.
Understanding the process control loop in the field of
instrumentation by open loop- manual mode and close loopautomatic mode determines the solution and decision for
the parameter faults involved in the process. The second is
the method based on modelling to reflect the control system.
A. Maintaining the sensor fault types
There are different faults in an automatic control system
such as sensor faults, actuator faults, component faults or
control unit faults. At the same time, there are unknown
inputs acting on the system causing disturbances generating
system noise in a dynamic system. This paper gives some
idea of sensor faults as occurring in the electronic part of an
automatic control system working with mission critical
aspects and operating in a well defined and protected
environment.
Many measurement errors are caused by defects in
sensors such as shortcut, offset, bias, power breakdown,
sticking, scaling error, hysteresis. Approaching the fault free
functioning in the electronic part for measured outputs is
discussed as a problem to perfect performance. The open
loop system is decomposed into three parts: sensors, actuator
and plant dynamics. External system disturbances or process
noise affect the dynamic of the plant and FDI needs robust to
deal with these uncertainties and remain fault sensitive for
diagnosis. Figure 1 presents some type of faults happening in
an open loop.
Fault
happened

Fault
happened

Fault
happened

Input

Output
Sensor

Process

Actuator

Measurement

Figure 1. Fault happened in open loop system.

Starting at the input with the fault happening in sensor and
then in each part of components in open loop, the diagnosis
system uses dynamic switches to check the connection
between them for the maintenance mode. Measurement of
these faults as active faults or passive faults depends on
using the system model. Based on the modeling approach as
model based or model free, different FDI techniques are used
for the system dynamic. Some technical details are needed in
order to deal with the nonlinear characteristic while
stabilizing a fault. The sensor fault types are the small and
large bias, the slow and fast sensor drift, the freezing at the
current sensor location or the oscillatory failure, increased
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sensor noise, non return to zero, the malfunction as short
circuits, heating or erroneous signal conversion from analog
to digital, aging, etc [8]. The basic faults detected in sensors
are divided in passive faults and active faults. Passive faults
are such as small and large bias, the slow and fast sensor
drift, non return to zero. Active faults are two groups. The
first group is based on the freezing at the current sensor
location, oscillatory failure, increasing sensor noise. The
second group considers the cause of sensor fault and external
influences as the malfunction itself, the malfunction of the
sensor heating or the aging for longtime, the erroneous signal
conversion from the analog to digital or the influences as
temperature or dust. Nonlinear characteristic sensor fault
approach in this way is critical to the quality of measuring
production processing capability. First, to determine the fault
detection method in the operation system, the development
adaptation measure is referred. Second, an intelligent control
needs a development simulation to find complementary
characteristic faults like type of faults, location fault or
duration fault for diagnosis system. The reason is these
characteristics in each part of the components are completely
different from random faults to specific faults. A method
implies nonlinear characterization fault detection for
operating constraints in process system can be suggested.
Based on the measurements obtained at the current and the
past operating point, the position of the next operating points
with respect to the previous is found by solving a nonlinear
optimization problem in its application to the stabilization as
a set of points. Regarding the measurement and control
methods, this knowledge about the optimization solution is
on the use of models for dynamic system. Extending in the
system perspective, the plant model mismatch presented the
uncertain or the unknown disturbances estimation becomes a
solution model nonlinear compensation. This called
characteristic structure is intrinsic to a corporation with the
potential inaccuracy unobserved.
Another approach is an advance control method for
nonlinear optimization based on the control law. It provides
an overview of distinction between measure and control
system as operating point and set point regulation. In this
action, when the computer control is either reliable or prone
to errors, the controller software handles using entirely
different error and accommodation mechanisms. The stable
controller, corresponding to each situation is designed offline using model predictive control method with the fixed
parameter sent to online controller redesign- design control
system.
Three mains fault types in this approach are abnormal fault,
the regular and the random fault or the control law as normal
law, alternate law and direct law. These are called the
characteristic structure control outside by law.
A structure of the definition control laws requires the entire
process envelope. Since each automation operation of a
dynamic system is characterized by the establishment of the
operating points, the control system is interested in the
dynamic behavior related to the observations. In figure 2,
fault happened in a close loop related with the control law
programming.
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Figure 2. Fault happened in close loop system.

The requirement to reduce isolation faults based on the
control method is still the subject of ongoing research. From
the point of view of the control system, feedback is used to
deal with active faults and adjustments are made to bring the
system back in order. In fault detection, the first step is the
stabilization assurance. The second step is the operating of
threshold and false. The threshold includes the sensitivity to
load, speed or noise, repeatability. Isolation fault consist of
threshold, false, discrimination and severity. To achieve the
best performance in a system, a predicted condition and
remaining life need a suitable threshold. Modern control
method approaches are to have the output which has
characteristic input for detection as the prediction, and
dynamic function as dysfunction. Control law provides set
points, which are based on the best performance for the
robust control system.
Depending on the fault characterization on sensors and
control rules, the diagnosis system decides which is the
suitable method based on the model based method and model
free method. There are many research articles such as signal
based fault detection and integration with the model based
method fault detection to achieve full control system
functionalities [1][4][8]. These can be considered as the
combination between the method model based and model
free. Each opinion makes some choices and generated
somewhat different results. There are a few articles
comparing the differences between them and also the
application for each particular fault.
B. Model based and model free method
Considering the traditional model approaches to system
engineering, we have traditionally relied on mathematic
models. There are two main approaches: model based
approaches and model free approaches. In the system
dynamic, methods are model based which is done according
to the structure of the model and the existing input-output
relationships. Model based fault diagnosis is a fundamental
role of fault detection for small faults with determining
time, size and cause of fault in a dynamic system operation.
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Model free is used in real time measurements and process
history when model based are unavailable or not useful [3].
The majority of FDI techniques have been designed
assuming linearity while the majority of physical processes
are strongly nonlinear, so the accurate models of dynamic
system are nonlinear. In the model based method, analytical
redundancy means to exploit mathematical relations
between measured or estimated variables to detect possible
dys-functions and should be understood as knowledge based
dynamic model [3]. Residual generation uses the model of
the system, in which the control inputs sent to the actuators
and the system outputs, as measured by the injected sensors
predicting the behavior of the system or part of it,
comparing between the prediction actions and the actual
action. Fault detection computes quantitative indexes of
fault presence and the residual. The associated algorithms
associate functional and non-functional properties of models
to performance benchmarking and optimization. Modern
control theory approaches are not only model based but also
model free in which the output has a characteristic
prediction of the input for fault detection. Model free is used
when there is no explicit dynamical model of the control
system, and it actually uses the redundancy and correlations
of the data in a hidden manner. It exploits measurements
acquired in real time, or available in a previously
constructed database, such as using the behavioral signal
model. The idea of this work is the residual generation
which indices the fault presences, fault isolation problem
changes into an appearance sensor fault. It integrates a
characteristic prediction function in the passive fault
situation via hidden data related with time delay and noise
operation in the system. These sensors work as a real time
measurement and process history data independent of the
control system. The meaning is that a control based
mechanism replaces measurements from a sensor in passive
fault to ensure stable performance as per an adaptive model.
III.

APPLICATION ADAPTABLE METHOD

Some methods approach to diagnosing fault system are
divided into four groups. Group 1 and group 2 are
following an obtained model method. Group 3 is the
connection from the choice of group 1 and 2 to achieve
suitable characterization threshold for structure state. Group
4 shows the combination for adaptable method as automatic
tool for the supervision.
A. Application model based for sensor in group 1
Fault detection relies on the analytical redundancy
principle using an accurate model of the system to mimic the
real process behavior. If a fault occurs, the residual signal
can be used to diagnose and isolate the malfunction such as a
set point. In the case of noisy measurement, the identification
technique gives the variances of the input-output noise
signals. Fault detection by multi set points is based on the
history data for the ability of time delay and noise operation
as full control functionalities system. To analyze the
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diagnosis effectiveness of the FDI system in the presence of
abrupt changes or drift in measurements, fault modeled by
step or ramp functions have been generated, indicate that the
minimal detectable faults on the various process is a
parameter of interest for industrial diagnosis applications.
Comparisons between values of working parameters
obtained in the simulation and measurement can make it
possible to predict and design. Small and large bias, the slow
and fast sensor drift, non return to zero are caused by the
freezing at the current sensor location, and is considered as
the malfunction of the sensor heating or the aging for
longtime. Multi set points as multi malfunction sensor
propose the technical layers are applied model based method
[2][3][5].
B. Application model free for sensor in group 2
The dynamic nonlinear model has been developed by
dividing the dynamic operation of the machine into
elementary model by means thermodynamic and mechanic
links. Reconfigure system from the different methods by the
predicted suitable method. When uncertainties are caused by
modeling errors, linearization errors, parameter variations,
etc, such a disturbance decoupling approach cannot be
directly applied, an approach suggests an exploiting
estimated distribution matrices. From the group 1, group 2
continues with the adaptive method to observe the behavior
in the system as model free in the operating system [1][2][5].
C. Equation relationship between them in structure state
equation
Characterization applies to suitable threshold prediction
as nonlinear characteristic to improve the safety and
reliability in system from the structure state equations. The
full nonlinear control applied to the positioning and
orientation problem is assessed and adapted to the expected
performances. Following the free model based, structure
state equation change to the positioning and orientation
relationship equations [1][2][8]. This promising method to
solve the FDI problem consists of using an accurate model of
the system to mimic the real process behavior by covering
the difference between real system and model behaviors
rather than the corporation with the potential inaccuracy of
the model or model mismatch in parameter identifications.
D. Adaptive method for improving measurement
The way to ensure stability performance in the system
becomes a step in the control based mechanism [5][9],
related to the time delay and noise operations, the
dysfunction for the stabilization and observation is applied
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to sensor fault isolation problem. Time delay and noise
operation become the condition environment as a standard
to adaptive method for improving measurement. The
application includes automatic supervision of close loop
operation as early as possible.
IV.

CONCLUSION

An adaptable development method following this way
can improve the measurement in control system. It shows
that sensor fault isolation in control systems achieves the
robust system by controlling passive faults and active faults.
The material in sensor problem relates to the design of
control structure allowing established autonomous position
and orientation characterization. Coating material combines
specific requirements towards the best available solution.
Selecting the variety and technical guidance applied to the
sensor fault isolation problem achieves the required standard
structure. Future works will study the detail of the
relationship between switch dynamics with the role sensor in
the tolerance fault for the actuators. Finally, this justifies the
periodic diagnosis point in complex dynamic system by
securing the self-control problem.
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Abstract—Industry 4.0 is the movement towards a fourth industrial revolution that will consist in the digitization and integration
of all value chain. In Europe, this movement is led by the German
RAMI 4.0 (Reference Architecture for Industry 4.0) proposal,
which is attracting a lot of attention from industry, academia
and other practitioners. Under the RAMI 4.0 scope there is an
Administration Shell proposal to abstract physical and logical
assets in a standardized way. Once abstracted, assets become
Industry 4.0 Components and can be fully integrated in the
Cyber Physical Production System or value chain. This work
focuses on the utilization of software components within the
Administration Shell. There is a necessity to represent software
components and their relation to industrial asset. Therefore, control and monitoring applications involving software components
and other assets can be represented in compliance with the I4.0
Component Model. To address this necessity the Smart Object
Self Description information model is proposed and applied to a
real case study scenario.
Keywords–Information Model; Component Based Software Engineering; Smart Component; Administration Shell; Industry 4.0.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Industry 4.0 (I4.0) is the movement that aims to transform
the traditional factory into a smart factory. There is a hype
around this movement fueled by great expectations in the way
industry will transform the value chain, business models and
economy [1].
In terms of path to effectively create the smart factory, there
are several of models with different specificities proposed by
different countries [2]. In Europe, RAMI 4.0 [3], proposed by
several German organizations gathered under Platform Industrie 4.0, seems to join the bigger consensus [4]. RAMI 4.0 most
widespread concept is a tree dimensional map that combines:
1) the hierarchy of Industry 4.0 components, according to ISA
95 (International Society of Automation 95); 2) the product
life cycle and it value chain, from conception to disposal; 3)
the factory architecture perspectives, from assets to the whole
organization and business processes. The main objective of this
model is to create a clear understatement of all participants
within the Industry 4.0 and across the value chain [1].
One of the core technological aspects for Industry 4.0
is The Industrie 4.0 Component model [5]. The components
model for Industry 4.0 was developed by the participants of
Platform Industrie 4.0 to help equipment producers and system
integrators to create standardized I4.0 compatible hardware
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and software components [1]. This component model specifies
that each asset (logical or physical) must be encapsulated by
a standardized digital container – the Adminsitration Shell –
that will enable description, collaboration and communication
among all I4.0 Components.
A. Administration Shell
The Administration Shell (AS), acts as an interface connecting all physical and logical assets to the I4.0 compliant
network, therefore creating an I4.0 compatible Cyber Physical
Production System (CPPS). [6] is a proposal for the general
structure of the AS, as proposed by Plattform Industrie 4.0,
and therefore it was a reference to this work. The things
abstracted by an AS are diverse and some are manufacturer
dependent, so the AS maintains an internal interface specific
for each asset, as in Figure 1. The AS has also an external
interface, which is responsible for communication with the
I4.0 network. Another peculiarity of the AS is that it can
represent passive and active assets. One example of a passive
asset is a purely analogical machine or tool which might be
important to represent digitally. On the other hand, an example
of an active asset is a complex machine incorporating digital
control units capable of processing and communication. The
asset itself can be composed of other assets as is the case of a
machine whose sub-systems can be represented individually, it
is also the case of a production line or even the entire factory.
The representation of an asset, once abstracted by an AS, is
also commonly called the digital twin.
Once an asset is encapsulated by an AS it becomes an
I4.0 Component (Figure 1) and can participate in the I4.0
compatible CPPS, which is formed by other I4.0 Components.
A descriptive diagram explaining the process of encapsulation
and the main advantages of the I4.0 Component Model are
described in detail in [1] [5].
B. PRODUTECH-SIF Project
The work described in this paper was performed in the
scope of PRODUTECH-SIF (Solutions for the Industry of the
Future) project [7]. This is a Portuguese National initiative
with a research agenda that comprises a set of R&D activities
in key domains with the objective of enabling the digital
transformation of the Portuguese industry. One of the base
activities is the study and implementation of base technologies
to create CPPS, whose first results are described in this
paper. As already discussed, the AS is a base technology to
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Figure 1. Representation of the Administration Shell application to an Asset
to form an I4.0 Component [6].

create CPPS. As this concept is proposed under the scope of
RAMI 4.0, the AS was chosen to convert the participating
companies assets in I4.0 Components. Therefore, preparing
the Portuguese industry for the upcoming establishment of I4.0
based technologies.
The methodology followed started with requirements assessed by means of inquiries to all companies participating
in the project. Thereafter, a company responsible to host the
pilot demonstration of the project was visited to prepare a
complete case study, upon which all developments presented
in this paper were based. All hardware requirements are
tackled by a SmartBox described in Section II. The AS of
the project is realized by the SmartObject concept, which
is described in Section III. The case study, based on the
pilot demonstration of the project, is presented in Section IV.
A series of problems and the motivation for this work are
presented in Section V. The main contribution of this work is a
proposal for an information model used for self-description and
(re)configuration of SmartObject’s, presented in Section VI.
The paper finishes with some conclusions and future work in
Section VII.
II. S MART B OX
The SmartBox is a smart hardware developed over the
National Instruments (NI) cRIO-9040 platform that runs the
SmartObject and enables the remote connectivity with machines in the shop floor. NI cRIO is a Programmable Automation Controller (PAC) that allows extremely high speed
measurements and also allows to perform software-defined
hardware through an internal FPGA. One important component
is the modular Real-Time PAC platform that enables flexible
data acquisition and actuation based on hardware modules
that can be incorporated, including machine vision systems. In
particular, the cRIO-9040 has a dual-core 1.3 GHz processor,
2 GB DRAM and 4 GB Storage with 4 slots for different I/O
modules.
In the scope of the PRODUTECH-SIF project, the SmartBox was programmed for Device-to-Device (D2D) connections
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supported by the OPC-UA protocol and Device-to-Server
(D2S) connections with the MQTT protocol. A SmartBox can
be installed to manage one machine or a groups of machines.
In both cases, the SmartBox acts as an OPC-UA server or
a MQTT publisher of the IIoT system architecture, as an
Edge-Node between sensors and actuators and the information
systems. Figure 2 illustrates the SmartBox that communicates
over EtherCAT with Remote I/Os for shop floor scenarios
where data or command information flows between machine
physically distant from each other. Currently installed on the
SmartBox, there is multifunctional module (NI-9381) with
digital and analogue I/O to receive data from digital sensors or
analogue voltage values between 0V - 5V with medium to low
resolutions needs. The same module is used for actuation. The
SmartBox has also an AC differential input module (NI-9215)
installed, with 4 channel of ± 10 V, 16 bits for acquisition
of analogue signals such as acoustic or vibrations. Another
available module (NI-9239) has a 24 bits ADC, and 4 channels.
It is used for vibrations and small signals measurements
produced by magneto-resistive sensors.

Figure 2. SmartBox with Remote I/Os for scenarios with multiple machines
installation.

What distinguishes the SmartBox from other conventional
controllers is the capacity to implement machine learning
techniques. For example, it can be used to measure vibrations in induction motors and run classification methods that
automatically detects and alerts for anomalies like possible
misalignments of the rotors and worn out bearings and gears.
Another possibility is the forecasting of temperature in specific
machine areas based on the history and based on this, act in the
machine or simply monitor the current state. These are only 2
examples already tested with the SmartBox, but another supervised, unsupervised or reinforced machine learning techniques
can be implemented. The SmartBox can be reconfigured by
adding or removing specific hardware modules, and each can
be also reconfigured by software. This versatility is an asset
for the implementation in different scenarios presented by the
industrial partners of PRODUTECH-SIF project.
III. S MART O BJECT
The SmartObject (SO) is an implementation of the SmartComponent concept [8], defined by Smart Component’s community [9] [10]. In the scope of the PRODUTECH-SIF project,
the SO implementation is being extended to consider the AS
requirements defined in [6]. Therefore, the SO will act as the
AS for encapsulating and converting the case study assets in
I4.0 Component’s. To make assets transparent to each other,
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i.e., capable of mutual cooperation and understatement, each
SO will maintain and make available to the CPPS a manifest
describing each asset. This paper focuses on the common
data model created for that purpose, the Smart Object Self
Description (SOSD).

related to severe failures and others related to small production
issues, like rupture of the threads and fabrics. Despite that,
these machines are not capable of communication and the
only way to acknowledge production problems is through
a warning light tower connected to the loom. An operator
regularly checks the light towers for faults. A small screen
used to upload the label design can also be used to check
error codes. The company identified a set of problems that
should be tackled by the proposed combination of SmartBox
and SmartObject:

Figure 3. SmartObject Block Diagram.

Figure 4. Case Study Physical Architecture.

In software terms, the SO is a component framework [11]
constituted by a composition tool and a runtime environment.
The diagram of Figure 3 shows the main components of
the runtime environment, which will be deployed in each
SmartBox. The composition tool allows to develop, maintain
and deploy software components compatible with the runtime
environment. During deployment an user can create a new
composition or modify any one running in a certain SO. The
deployment environment embeds a canvas that displays the
composition and allows new components to be dragged in
and interconnected by means of it’s interfaces. This way, a
control engineer doesn’t need to know any specific details
of software. All he sees is a set of black boxes whose
functionality and interfaces are well documented and that can
be used to build control or monitoring applications. Neto and
Gonçalves [12] explain and survey component frameworks
applied to industrial environments. A comprehensive state of
the art of software engineering in industrial automation is
presented by Vyatkin [13].
IV. C ASE S TUDY
The pilot demonstration of the PRODUTECH-SIF project
defines the case study for this work. A Portuguese company
produces labels and technical narrow fabrics for clothing and
other applications is the application target. A part of the
production line consists in a variety of looms that produce
the labels. Due to its business nature, the company has been
acquiring new looms across the years, having now a diversified
set of machines, from older to new ones. A set of intermediate
aged looms were chosen to constitute the pilot and therefore
the application requirements. To support the pilot description
one can refer to Figure 4, which illustrates the physical
architecture of the case study. These machines have some
control electronics and are capable of signaling some errors
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•

•

•

•

P1: The power cabinet of the machines is cooled by a
fan. Due to mechanical wear, or due to the amount
of dust in the air, generated by the threads being
processed, the fan fails compromising the cooling. The
machine is not prepared to react to this problem and
sometimes happens that the power components heat
up too much leading to severe failure.
P2: The loom has a cutting system based on electrical
resistance elements which can be positioned to cut the
fabric according with the required label dimensions.
These elements sometimes fail and the machine has
no sensing to detect the issue.
P3: The part of the loom which controls the needles is a complex electric-mechanical system called
Jacquard. This part can sometimes overheat disrupting
the mechanical elements of the system and leading to
unexpected failures that the machine cannot predict or
warn due to the lack on sensing.
P4: There are several issues related with the threads
and fabric processed as these break very often. The
warning is given by the light tower and there is no
automatic way to warn the loom is stopped. Also,
related to this, there is no way to know for how
long the machine has stopped and what is the rate
of production.

V. P ROBLEM , R EQUIREMENTS AND M OTIVATION
Table I shows the solution proposed for each problem of the
case study. A set of requirements result from these proposals.
All the hardware aspects are solved by the SmartBox modular
capacity. All the software aspects are dealt by the SO as
follows. The SO will act as a runtime environment and AS
for the assets outlined in the case study. People from the
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company in charge of the production line will configure the
SO through the composition tool discussed in Section III. The
tool will have a list off all assets in the shop floor, so that the
operator can drag and drop the assets in the canvas to create
the desired application. New associations can be made between
machines, components, sensors, actuators and software components to create control or monitoring applications defined by
the composition workflow. Figure 7 illustrates the vision that
the control engineer will have of the monitoring application
for the described case study.
TABLE I. CASE STUDY PROPOSED SOLUTIONS.
Problem
P1

P2

P3
P4

Solution
Install a temperature sensor in the power cabinet.
Use a software component programmable alarm to alert for excessive
temperature.
Install a temperature sensor in the cutting element.
Use a software component programmable alarm to alert for excessive
temperature.
Install a temperature sensor in the Jacquard.
Use a software component programmable alarm to alert for excessive
temperature.
Install an inductive/encoder sensor in the loom.
Use a software component to convert the sensor impulses into meters.

•

For all the functionalities discussed so far to be possible,
there was a necessity to use an information model that would
be capable of tackling the following requirements:
•

•
•

•

The SO must abstract all machines and its components
(loom and respective power cabinet and Jacquard),
sensors and actuators.
The SO must abstract all software components used
and the respective instances.
The SO must allow for any external actor to subscribe
data produced by any device or software component
instance.
The SO must allow to define hierarchy and subscription relations among all devices, software component
instances and external actors.

Although the RAMI 4.0 defines ontologies and information
models to support communication and representation of several
industrial assets throughout its respective life cycles [14] [15],
it seems to lack in specification for the composition of logic
assets – such as software components [16] – in workflows.
A set of applications that are of great importance for a smart
factory, such as: condition monitoring, predictive maintenance,
self-reconfiguration, quality control and fault detection; depends of software components. Therefore, there should be an
information model which could represent all software component peculiarities and its relation with industrial assets to form
applications. In this paper, we propose such an information
model.
VI. S MART O BJECT S ELF D ESCRIPTION
The SOSD defines classes and properties for all assets
specified in the use case, taking in consideration the following
requirements:
•

Physical Assets: The model is capable of representing: machines, machine components, sensors and
actuators. It also must be capable of representing
dependencies and connections between these. This
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•

•

is of major importance if we want to contextualize
information of a given sensor, or if components need
to be represented as parts of some machine. As an
example, in Figure 7, it can be seen that there are:
1) relations between a machine and it’s constituent
parts, the hierarchical references between the Loom
and it’s Power Cabinet and Jacquard components;
2) relations of contextualization between machines
or machine parts and sensors, as between the Loom
and Inductive Sensor, or between the Jacquard/Power
Cabinet and the Temperature Sensors. For representing physical assets the class SOSD:DeviceType
(left in Figure 7) is used. This class has sub-types:
1) Device, to represent machines; 2) Component, to
represent machine components; 3) Sensor, to represent
sensors; 4) Actuator, to represent actuators.
Services and Service Instances: A service, in the
SOSD context, represent some algorithm or computational process that is available in the CPPS network.
A SO or any other node in the CPPS can announce its
services and respective capabilities, e.g. data processing services like a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or
a simple alarm. A service corresponds to a software
component that can be instantiated by including it in
the composition design. Each new instance created can
be interfaced with providers and subscribers, e.g. the
Alarm and Impulses to Meters instances in the view
of Figure 7 are fed by sensors and feed external nodes
in the CPPS. Class SOSD:ServiceDescriptionType,
represented in Figure 8 under the folder ServiceDescriptionSet, is used to represent software
components maintained by the SO composition
tool. Class SOSD:ServiceInstanceType, represented
on the left side of Figure 7, is used to represent
instances of software components running in a SO.
Points: A Point represent a node in the CPPS network,
e.g. an Human Machine Interface (HMI) device used
by the operators to check production variables or
an Industrial Internet of Thing’s (IIoT) Platform to
maintain production telemetry data. In the composition of Figure 7, the HMI and IIoT Platform are
notified each time the Alarm or Impulses to Meters
service instances produce a new output value. The
class SOSD:PointDescriptionType, on the left side
of Figure 7, is used to represent other nodes in the
CPPS with which the SO can communicate.
Variables, Parameters and Methods: All static and
dynamic variables and parameters associated to assets, services or endpoints must be represented. Static
variables represent information about some entity, e.g.
in case of machine, the manufacturer, model and serial number. Dynamic variables represent information
generated during production, e.g. a sensor value or a
service output. Parameters represent values that can
be changed to modify or tune some process, e.g. a
welding machine laser power or an alarm minimum
and maximum thresholds. A Method represents an
simple routine that can be invoked, e.g. a calibration
method for a sensor or a stop routine for a machine.
For simplicity and compatibility reasons, each Variable and Parameter defined under the classes proposed
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by SOSD, are represented using BaseDataTypes, VariableTypes and Method semantic from the OPC UA Information Model (OPC UA Specification: Part 5) [17].
In Figure 8, under the main classes representation,
examples of properties and variables are illustrated.

property, variable or method of an SOSD class will reference
the OPC UA Base Model.

Figure 5. OPC UA Server with SOSD (Adapted from [18]).

OPC UA is the de facto standard communication protocol
under the RAMI 4.0 proposal [19]. For that reason, the SO network interface embeds an OPC UA Server. The SOSD model
was entirely mapped in the OPC-UA native and Data Access
types and information model. Once an asset is physically or
wireless connected to the SmartBox, its information will be
mapped in the SOSD model (Figure 5), and make available to
the CPPS by a local OPC-UA server instance.

Figure 6. SmartObject Component Developer View.

Figure 5 illustrates the functionality details of an OPC UA
server embedded in the SO. Each node represented by a SOSD
class will have a direct dependency to the SOSD model. Each
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Figure 7. SmartObject Control Engineer View.

The combination of the SOSD with the OPC UA views
allows to separate the visions of the software developer and the
industrial domain expert. Figure 6 relates to how the software
components developer sees the composition running in the
SO. In the bottom there are the components that implement
the drivers for the temperature and impulse sensors. In the
middle there are the components that implement the alarms and
impulse to meters algorithms. In the top there is a component
with an embedded OPC UA driver. The software architect can
grasp the SO composition and develop, modify and reuse components as needed by the domain experts. Figure 7 relates to
how the industrial domain expert sees the composition running
in the SO. Each block in the figure corresponds either: 1) to a
physical asset as discussed in the case study (Section IV); 2)
to a software component as discussed previously. The figure
shows a monitoring application that the control engineer could
assemble by dragging and dropping the blocks using the SO
composition tool.
Another important concept provided by OPC UA is the
views. Figure 5 gives a general idea of views: Control View,
Business View and Development View. These views define
which nodes are presented to different users groups. A control
engineer, who has the expertise to build control and monitoring
applications, only cares about nodes relevant to build or
watch technical compositions, as in Figure 7. A software
component developer only cares about nodes relevant to the SO
architecture, as in Figure 6. The business view, although not
represented, can be used to specify users only interested in see
components related to production performance and other Key
Performance Indicators. By creating only the essential classes
and structures, and combining these with the OPC UA features,
the SOSD was demonstrated to tackle all requirements of
the Case Study, constituting a solid start point for software
component models assembled under the scope of AS and SO.
Figure 8 shows a tree view of the SOSD model embedded in
a working SO OPC UA server. Due to constraints in size and
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Figure 8. SmartObject OPC UA Server SOSD Model View.

simplification this representation cannot include all details, but
it gives a general idea of how the model works in practice.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
This work proposes the SOSD information model, whose
objective is to establish a standard for the representation of
software components, assets and compositions between them.
This model was successfully embedded in a OPC UA server
and used to model a real case study.
Future work will involve the modeling of more complex
scenarios and the extension to support real-time quality of
service requirements in the composition. The capability of
defining specific views for different components also needs
to be explored to support a business perspective.
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Abstract—Enabling humans and robots to work together in
modern industrial environments can increase production volumes
and reduce costs. However, a robot must be equipped to perceive
humans and redirect its actions under hazardous events or
for cooperative tasks. Thus, dealing with dynamic obstacles
appears as an essential exercise. This work presents a motion
planning algorithm for robots based on Probabilistic Road Maps
(PRM). For efficient nearest neighbour search, we use kd-trees
in learning and query phases of the algorithm. We construct
the roadmap as an undirected graph in the free space. We
implement the method for a simple configuration space in R2
and a point robot is considered to navigate between given initial
and goal configurations added to the roadmap, all specified in
two dimensions. We use Euclidean distance when finding the
closest neighbours. The shortest path between the start and goal
configurations is found using Dijkstra’s algorithm. The method
is easy to implement. After the learning phase, the method can
answer multiple queries. We propose to use this method in
combination with a labelled voxel-based grid for solving multiple
path planning queries efficiently.
Keywords–sampling-based planning, configuration space, gridbased search, kd trees, PRMs

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today, standard industrial practices use robots for improving production volumes, bringing down production costs, and
for better precision and accuracy of the production process.
Additionally, as robots capabilities increase, they can take on
jobs that might be impossible or dangerous for humans [2]. To
ensure safety, typical assembly environments within industries
confine robots to separate operation spaces isolated from human workers. Such a setting, on the one hand, incurs significant
space and installation costs, and on the other, loses cooperation
opportunity with humans. Such systems frequently bring robot
operation to a halt if a human entered its operational area [3].
However, with technical progress and to realize their full
potential, it became common to put robots in more open
unstructured environments. Such environments can leverage
the benefits of cooperation by assigning specific production
tasks to robot and humans. Moving from a highly structured
to an unstructured environment poses several challenges for
motion planning, an important one being that robot can only
possess a partial knowledge of its surroundings [4]. Most planners assume that manipulator operates in a static environment.
However, for many situations, such as the collaborative environment where humans work in proximity to the manipulator,
the robot must account for dynamic environments. For such
environments, we need methods with two goals; firstly, to avoid
collision of robots with foreign objects (environment obstacles
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and humans) and secondly, with the ability to detect potential
collisions in advance.
The work presented in this paper concerns the first goal,
i.e., obstacle avoidance for an industrial robotic arm or socalled manipulator. Mounted on a stationary platform, its links
with revolute joints and end-effector can move with a certain
degree of freedom. The solution deals with forward and inverse
kinematics of the robotic arm. With forward kinematics, we
aim to calculate the end-effector pose from the position of
joints. Inverse kinematics deals with the opposite problem;
given the position of the end-effector in the configuration
space, we must work out the angles that each joint should have
to reach that configuration. Given a robot with a description of
its kinematics, a description of the environment (representation
of free and occupied spaces), an initial state, and a goal state,
the motion planning problem is to find a sequence of inputs
that drive the robot from its initial state to the goal state while
obeying the rules of the environment, e.g., not colliding with
the surrounding obstacles (Figure 1). The manipulator will
follow this path to reach the goal position. This work, however,
explores the idea for static scenario and later we develop it for
the dynamic case.
We follow a sampling-based path planning approach called
Probabilistic Roadmap Planner (PRM) [5]. The method randomly samples configurations from the configuration space of
the manipulator. Following this, it builds a roadmap graph of
free space. Finally, it connects the initial and goal configurations to this roadmap and finds the shortest path from the start
to the target using some standard algorithms such as A* [6]
or Dijkstra’s algorithm [7].
Our work is in the context of the project INDTECH 4.0 [8],
which aims at developing new technologies for intelligent
manufacturing such as Collaborative Robotics, Autonomous
Drive Systems, Decision Support Systems (DSS). In the lines
of INDTECH 4.0, different works have focused on these areas [9][10][11][12]. Reusable software components are major
building blocks for modern Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS),
efficiently managing the complexity by supporting modular development and composability. Neto and Gonçalves [9] studies
component models for many industrial CPS for understanding
design choices and application targets, and Neto et al. [10]
designs a component framework following component-based
software engineering principles. Reis et al. [11] demonstrates
a collaboration scenario between human and a simple robotic
manipulator in the context of Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPS).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
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to 180◦ . With a discretization resolution of 1◦ , size of C is
3606 ≈ 2.18 × 1015 points. Thus, it leads to a huge search
space when explicitly constructing collision regions in C.
environment model
robot kinematics
initial and goal
configurations

Path
Planner

collision-free
path

Figure 1: Robot motion planner, a top-level view.

tion II, we present some concepts and background important
to the work. Section III lists some works regarding robotics
path planning. Section IV presents the developed approach
as well as some preliminary evaluation. In Section V, we
propose a path planning architecture based on a voxelized
grid. Section VI discusses merits and potential of the proposed
approach. Finally in Section VII, we conclude the paper and
present some future work directions.
II. BACKGROUND AND C ONCEPTS
Fundamental to the path planning problem is the concept
of configuration and configuration space. The configuration of
a robot is a set of independent parameters that characterize
the position of every point in the object whereas configuration
space (denoted C) is the space of all possible placements
of the moving object, i.e., space of all configurations [13].
It is important to distinguish between work space and the
configuration space. work space represents the actual environment or the world where the manipulator and the obstacles
exist; configuration space is the representation of the work
space that we use in our implementations to aid the path
planning solutions. In the following, we review two common
approaches for path planning, namely, configuration spacebased and sampling-based approach.
A. Path planning - configuration space approach
In order to find a trajectory in the configuration space C,
the main difficulty lies in the high computation complexity
in constructing C. The dimension of the configuration space
is determined by the degrees of freedom of the robot. A
configuration q is given as a vector of robot joint values.
For instance, a robotic arm with six revolute joints has six
degrees of freedom and its configuration is denoted q =
hq1 , q2 , q3 , q4 , q5 , q6 i where qi denotes ith joint angle. The
configuration space C is a space of these configurations, i.e.,
for 6 dimensions, we have C = R6 . Any path finding strategy
places configurations in C into two categories, those that are
free Cf ree , and others that are in collision Cf orb , i.e., occupied
by obstacles. A configuration q ∈ Cf ree if the robot placed
at q does not intersect with work space obstacles. A path is
a continuous sequence of configurations in Cf ree connecting
initial and goal configurations. Constructing C entails creating
a map of C such that collision regions can be identified. One
way is to discretize C and test each discretized configuration
if it is collision-free. The resolution or granularity of the
discretized C has a significant impact on the performance of
path finding algorithm. A fine resolution will increase the
search space as well as computation time whereas a coarse
resolution might miss a valid path when there exists one. We
illustrate this with an example of a robot manipulator with
six revolute joints and each joint can rotate between −180◦
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B. Sample-based planning
To avoid the great computational complexity and the state
explosion problem, motion planning algorithms often employ
sampling-based planning together with a collision detection
module. Such methods first generate a roadmap representing
connectivity of C and later path search requests are processed
on this roadmap. Sampling based planners can often create
plans in high-dimensional spaces efficiently.
Approaches to the path planning problem can be divided
into two classes single-query and multiple-query planning. For
single-query planning, a one-time solution to a unique problem
is defined, without preprocessing. Multiple-query planning
applies to cases where we need to solve different problems
for the same environment. Thus, such approaches form a map
of the workspace, and then, multiple queries are issued at
runtime to find trajectories in that map. The problems relating
to dynamic environments fit into the class of single-query
planners.
C. kd-trees
Initially examined in [14], a kd-tree is a data structure
for storing and searching finite points in a k-dimensional
space. Each node represents a subset of the dataset as well as
partitioning of the subset. Each leaf node is a k-dimensional
point. Each non-leaf node generates an implicit hyperplane
splitting the space into two halves. Alike a binary tree, values
to the left of the hyperplane are less than or equal to the value
at the parent and constitute the left sub-tree, while values to
the right of the hyperplane are larger and form the right subtree. Further, any node is assigned to one of the k dimensions
with hyperplane perpendicular to that dimension’s axis. The
splitting dimension for each node is selected based on its level
in the tree; we obtain the splitting axis for each level by cycling
through the k dimensions in order, given by the following rule,
D = L mod k + 1 where D is the splitting axis for level L
and the root is defined to be at level zero [14].
Nearest neighbour search is an essential component of
many path planning strategies. Some approaches generate
thousand of vertices; finding closest vertices to connect to in
huge search space is a challenging task. kd-trees can efficiently
aid the nearest neighbour search by quickly eliminating large
portions of the search space. Partitioning strategy in k-d trees
allows keeping the average number of examinations small
when searching for the best matches to a query item. For the
experimental exercise reported in this paper, we naively use
kd-trees, i.e. based on Euclidean distance. However, Yershova
and LaValle [15] shows that the distance metric can be tailored
to account for complex spaces encountered in motion planning
scenarios.
III. R ELATED W ORK
In the past years, much research has focused on path
planning for industrial robots. A fundamental robotic task
is to navigate from an initial position to a goal position
while avoiding the set of obstacles. The developed approaches
encompass static scenarios with fixed operational space of
robot or dynamic situations where humans or obstacles can
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move in the functional area of the robot. Other classifications
include configuration space approaches vs the random sampling approaches, or single query based planners vs multiplequery based planners. For a detailed review of different path
planning approaches, refer [16]. Below, we describe a few
basic methods and some works that employ these approaches
to solve motion planning problems.
Rapidly-exploring random trees (RRT) [1] and its several improvements, such as RRT-connect [17], RRT* [18]
are sample-based, single-query path planning algorithms. The
basic idea of randomly sampling free space is similar to
PRMs [5]. The tree is rooted at the start configuration. A
random free sample xrand is generated, and if it is within a distance  to the closest tree node xnearest , a direct link is created
between the two. Otherwise, a new node xnew is generated,
which is at most within  from xnearest and in the direction of
xrand . A connection is formed between xnearest and xnew , and
xrand is discarded. Random samples can be seen as controlling
the expansion direction of an RRT. Local planner checks for
collision avoidance when making connections. RRT effectively
biases the search towards unexplored regions of the search
space. As opposed to PRM, RRT remains connected even with
a small number of edges. Instead of defining a goal state, a goal
region can be defined. When the tree expansion falls in this
region, we have a possible path connecting start to the goal.
The RRT-connect approach differs from the basic RRT in two
aspects. Firstly, instead of the incremental growth by , it grows
the tree to the new random node xrand or until an obstacle is
encountered. Secondly, it uses two RRTs, one rooted at qinit
and the second at qgoal . The trees are maintained until they
get connected and hence a path is found. Within RRT*, the
cost of reaching each vertex from qinit is recorded. Alike RRT,
initially, RRT* extends the nearest tree node xnearest towards
the random sample xrand thus giving the new node xnew .
However, it then examines a neighbourhood of vertices in a
fixed radius around xnew . If any such vertex xnear incurs the
minimum accumulated cost to reach xnew , then, it is made the
parent of xnew . Another difference is that RRT* rewires the
tree. It tests all xnear and if any such vertex can be accessed
through xnew with a smaller cost, then xnear is rewired to
xnew making the path more smooth.
PRMs (see Section IV) belong in the category of multiplequery sample-based planners. Having constructed the roadmap
of C, we can put multiple queries to the roadmap, each time
specifying different end configurations.
Bertram et al. [19] presents a strategy for finding a solution
when goal configuration is unreachable as it lies in a disconnected component of the configuration space with respect to
the initial configuration. The main idea is to integrate the IK
solution directly into the path planning process. Instead of
specifying an explicit goal configuration, the planner evaluates
configurations that might belong to a valid goal region. A
heuristic workspace goal function calculates proximity to the
target given the end-effector pose. It uses forward kinematics
to find the end-effector pose from current configuration q. The
function uses a weighted sum of different factors to characterize the goal region. The foremost factor is the Euclidean
distance between the origin of the coordinate frame attached
to the end-effector and the centre of the target object; penalty
terms are added to constrain the orientation of the end-effector.
It uses a modification of the RRT algorithm to guide the
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search. It ranks configurations based on their distance to an
obstacle and their goal distance. New node goal distance must
be smaller than its parent. A node which is in a collision
or its goal distance is not lower than its parent is removed
from the search after some failure count. The tree grows in
configurations that reduce the goal distance.
Qin and Henrich [20] presents a parallel randomized
approach for the path-finding problem. This work uses a
discretized version of the C-space already discounting C-space
regions where the arm has mechanical limitations to reach and
where obstacles lie. The idea is to generate many sub-goals in
free C-space. Then, it uses several parallel processes where
each process will find a path connecting initial configuration
with the goal configuration through a sub-goal. All processes
terminate whenever a process returns a valid path. The transition from the current state to the next state is based on a cost
function which selects the candidate with the minimum cost,
also considering that it is within the workspace and collisionfree.
Henrich et al. [21] proposes a strategy to reduce C-space
size using different discretizations along each coordinate of
the configuration vector, with joints closer to the base having
a finer discretization resolution. The so-called optimized discretization is such that each joint results in the same movement
in the Cartesian space when rotated by the chosen angle. The
authors provide a formula for computing the desired angle
that takes into account the distance from the joint centre to
the farthest point on the end effector.
In this work, we implement a PRM approach for a simple
space in R2 , and we consider a point robot that must navigate
the area. However, as the method developes, we integrate a
collision detection module, that makes use of a voxel-based
grid.
IV. A PPROACH
This work is a preliminary exercise towards finding a
solution to the robotic arm path planning problem. Here, we
consider a static environment, and we follow a sampling-based
approach called probabilistic roadmap (PRM) planner [5].
The method consists of two phases, a learning phase and a
query phase. Rather than computing the configuration space
explicitly, we sample it during the learning phase. This phase
constructs the roadmap as a graph where sampled configurations are vertices and connections between configurations are
the edges. In the query phase, we ask for a path between two
free configurations. Collision detection can be an independent
module and can serve in different phases of the construction
of trajectory. To allow adequate connectivity of C, we sample
many configurations widely distributed over the free space.
A. Learning phase
The algorithm works as follows. We begin with an empty
graph G. In the learning phase, we repeatedly sample a random
configuration q from C. There can be a collision detection test
that checks whether the selected configuration is free i.e., q ∈
Cf ree . If this check succeeds, q is added to the set of vertices
V . This process continues until a given number of nodes n
have been added to V . n is a parameter of the algorithm and
is the desired number of nodes in the graph. In the second
step, for each vertex of G, we find its k nearest neighbours
denoted P = {p1 , p2 , · · · , pk } according to some dist metric.
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Then, an edge is created from q to its nearest neighbours, i.e.,
∀pi ∈ P, E = E ∪ (q, pi ) where E is the list of edges in
G. At the end of the learning phase, we have an undirected
graph G = (V, E). Due to the random nature of sampling, it
is possible that roadmap G has disconnected components.
B. Query phase
The next step is the query phase. We are given the initial
and goal configuration of the robot denoted respectively qinit
and qgoal . The algorithm must find a feasible path connecting
qinit and qgoal or return failure. We find k nearest neighbours
of qinit and qgoal from V using some distance metric dist.
These sets are denoted Pqinit and Pqgoal respectively for qinit
and qgoal . Then, we check each element e of Pqinit in order
and add an edge E = E ∪ (qinit , e). Similarly, we add an edge
connecting Pqgoal in the roadmap. Finally, we can use any
shortest path algorithm such as Dijkstra’s algorithm [7] to find
the path between initial and goal configurations. Algorithm
might fail to return a path when roadmap has disconnected
components. The working of the PRM algorithm can be
explained as shown in Figure 2. We assume an Euclidean space
R2 . Robot configuration is given by a point in R2 , depicted
with an empty circle whereas shaded regions represent the
obstacles. Figure 2(a) shows many random samples of the
free space which are nodes of the roadmap. In Figure 2(b),
we form edges between nodes using k closest neighbours. k
is three, but the degree of some nodes can be greater when it
is included in the closest neighbours of different nodes, or it
can be smaller if it cannot find k closest neighbours due to an
obstacle. In Figure 2(c), we solve a query in the roadmap. The
configurations qinit and qgoal are connected to the roadmap.
Then, a graph-based search algorithm returns the shortest path
denoted by thick lines.
C. Remarks
Several essential aspects affect the performance of PRM;
for instance, how can we choose the random configurations
such that sampling of the configuration space is uniform.
The original PRM uses a local planner. This local planner
is instrumental for creating connections between any two
sampled configurations hence creating a feasible local path.
The task of the local planner is to interpolate the motion of
the robot between the two samples, checking for collisions at
a given resolution. If no configuration of the robot between
the samples collides with an obstacle, then an edge is inserted
to the roadmap. Both phases of the PRM algorithm employ
the local planner. In the presented work, however, we have
not used a local planner. Instead, having found the nearest
neighbours using kd-tree, we make connections creating edges
in the graph. We use kd-tree in both phases of PRM. In
the reported implementation, kd-tree use Euclidean distance
when finding nearest neighbours. However, due to the complex
topology of the configuration space, such distance metric may
not be directly applicable to the path planning algorithms.
D. Preliminary evaluation
We have implemented the approach in a simple 2d test
scenario. We create a two-dimensional point grid that represents configuration space C. We also specify the obstacle
points which is a subset of C and represents the occupied
or forbidden part of the space, i.e., Cf orb . The number of
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points in C and Cf orb is a parameter of the algorithm.
When creating the roadmap, we also specify the desired
number of points to sample and also the number of closest
neighbours to connect to. We use kd-tree and we find the
nearest neighbours based on Euclidean distance, i.e., for points
p = (x1 ,p
y1 ) and p2 = (x2 , y2 ), we calculate distance
d(p, q) = (x2 − x1 )2 + (y2 − y1 )2 . When forming edges,
d serves as the weight on the respective edge.
Figure 3 shows an example configuration space with 40
free points (blue) and 10 collision points (red). In the next
step, we sample C and construct a roadmap in the free region.
The following 15 points were randomly selected as vertices of
the roadmap.
V = {(11, 4), (12, 8), (14, 6), (39, 12), (12, 7), (24, 27),
(46, 3), (22, 33), (15, 0), (23, 25), (11, 9), (8, 32), (6, 16),
(4, 37), (29, 46)}
We use 2 nearest neighbours while forming the edges
between nodes. Figure 4 shows the roadmap. Finally, we
query the roadmap to find a path between an initial configuration (22, 33) and a goal configuration (11, 9). For this
exercise, these configurations have been selected from the
constructed roadmap. Generally, qinit and qg oal must be
added to the roadmap at this stage. Using Dijkistra’s algorithm and employing d(p, q) as the cost of going from
p to q, the following shortest path is returned (Figure 5).
{(22, 33), (23, 25), (39, 12), (46, 3), (15, 0),
(14, 6), (12, 8), (11, 9)}
In this way, we can solve a query as long as the roadmap
is connected. The connectivity problem gets more complicated
as the size of the configuration space increases. To this end,
different measures can help, such as increasing the number
of nearest neighbours to look at or increasing the number of
sampled points.
V. P ROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
In our proposed architecture, we integrate the probabilistic
planner with a grid-based approach for efficiency. The work
in [22] explores such a relation. Figure 6 shows the main
components of the architecture. In particular, the framework
receives the initial and goal configurations qinit and qgoal and
returns a collision-free path. The main component of the architecture is the PRM which we explained in Section IV. Essential
tasks of the planner are to build a roadmap and establish local
paths. These tasks rely on efficient nearest neighbour search
and collision detection, which we add as independent modules
within the architecture. Nearest neighbour search can use kdtrees, but it also needs information for collision-free nodes as
well as an appropriate distance metric. Many works have used
slight modifications of Euclidean distance [5][19] whereas
others specify different metrics for more complex spaces [15].
Local planner decides whether we can add an edge to the
roadmap. It has the task to interpolate robot motion between
two given configurations (nodes from the roadmap). For this
purpose, it uses the kinematics model of the robot and checks
in the voxel grid if a given configuration is collision-free. The
voxel-based grid renders the entire scene of the collaborative
environment as a grid composed of cubes with a given dimension, known as voxels. We can describe the granularity of the
grid with the size of one side of the cube. The resolution can be
set higher or lower by choosing the dimension of the unit cube
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Figure 2: An example of a roadmap in a two-dimensional Euclidean space.
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Figure 3: Two dimensional configuration space.
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Figure 4: Randomly sampled points. Straight lines between points
correspond to edges. The number of k closest neighbours for the
construction of roadmap is 2.
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Figure 5: An example of solving a query with the roadmap.
Shortest path between initial and goal configurations is depicted
with thick lines.
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Solution Path

Figure 6: Robot motion planning approach - architecture,
environment information is given with a labeled voxel-grid.

in the grid, i.e., for a higher resolution, we choose a smaller
size of the voxel, thus corresponding to more voxels in the grid,
and vice verse. When voxels in the grid are labelled, we can
identify, firstly, if an object in the collaborative environment
occupies the voxel, and secondly, which type of object, i.e.,
either a robotic part itself, human, or an obstacle object. The
resolution has a direct impact regarding collision detection as
the local planner interpolates motion at the granularity of grid
resolution. When using PRM and targeting static scenario,
construction of a labelled grid can be a preprocessing step
without impacting on the processing of queries online. The
knowledge of free and occupied space is a vital component
of the collision detection module within the path planning
algorithm.
The modular architecture allows easy experimentation; for
instance, we can use different planners or strategies for nearest
neighbour searching or local planning, in future.
VI. D ISCUSSION
A desirable property of the developed solution is its realtime performance. High computational complexity is the main
limitation of many path planning algorithms, preventing online
recalculation of trajectories within the response time of the manipulator [23]. Thus, dynamic environments, which inevitably
occur during collaborative scenarios, may not be handled
in real-time, and most planners remain applicable to static
environments, only. We contend that using a sampling-based
approach combined with a voxel-based grid search would
support real-time performance, as well as enhance the accuracy
of the plan. In the planning algorithm, we can attribute a significant computation time to the following key components, i.e.,
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nearest neighbour searching, and collision checking. Firstly,
we see how the voxel-based grid supports faster computations
for the above two elements. Secondly, we see in which ways
can we optimize the nearest neighbour searching and collision
checking to enhance algorithm performance.
Nearest neighbour search implicitly checks for collision
when it finds a new neighbour. We can efficiently find neighbours in the search space using data structure, such as kdtrees. Since we build the kd-tree from the roadmap, we must
account for the time it takes to construct the tree. With an
offline preprocessing phase, as in PRM, this computation effort
is irrelevant. However, with online planning, we must find the
tradeoff between the time taken to construct the tree, and time
saved in neighbour searching.
We envision that voxel-based grid search would offer most
savings in collision checking for both static and dynamic
scenarios. The collision checking in PRM is managed with a
so-called local planner. Local planner interpolates robot motion
between configurations qs and qf . For this purpose, at a given
discretization level δ of the configuration space, it advances
coordinates of q by δ to reach an intermediate configuration
qi . It keeps advancing until it reaches qs , testing each qi if
it is collision free. Checking for a collision at a given qi is
equivalent to getting the voxels corresponding to a qi (robot
joint values) in the grid, and their occupancy status. Hence, the
local planner can easily find step path. Apart from testing for
environment obstacles that lie outside the robot body, collision
checking must also check for self-collisions which involve
motions where different links might obstruct each other.

VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The robotic path planning is a classic problem. In this
paper, we presented a simple implementation of a robot motion
planner based on a sampling approach. We used kd trees for
efficient nearest neighbours search. Random sampling might
result in roadmaps with disconnected components, and thus, it
will fail to find a path when start and goal configurations lie
in disconnected components. We would investigate methods
to find adequate connectivity of Cf ree . Therefore, to guide the
sample selection, our future work would study techniques that
reduce the number of samples as well as improve the final
roadmap quality. Next step involves testing the presented approach for real scenarios. For such cases, we need to represent
configurations in terms of robot joint values instead of the point
robot, and to implement the kinematics equations as shown in
Figure 1. However, we can find a way to combine the two
planning approaches, namely the configuration space approach
and the sample based approach for efficiency. A voxel-based
representation of the configuration space with additional information on the environment (e.g., the reachability grid [26] )
can simplify the local planner used to detect collisions in the
sampling approach.
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The proposed approach will be more flexible in terms
of implementation. Since path planning and voxel grid are
independent modules, thus, other planners could be combined
with the voxel grid.

[1]

For a uniform random sampling of C, when choosing a
configuration q, we use a uniform probability distribution over
an interval of values corresponding to dof of each coordinate
in q.

[2]

In terms of practical impact, this approach will benefit the
collaborative environments. Collaborative spaces reduce costs
and improve production volumes by allowing humans and
robots to work side-by-side. In this way, humans and robots
can perform specific tasks they are best at, e.g., robots perform
heavy tasks while humans can inspect for quality. The main
concern here is the safety; robot must react in real-time in case
of hazardous events, necessitating efficient motion planners.
An example of manipulator deployment is within an industrial
assembly line which typically distributes the workload among
several robots. The main concern is to make the production
process efficient such that the final product fulfils its functional
requirements, as well as reduces the production time and time
to market. A small variation in single parts may propagate such
that the final product does not comply with specifications. In
such a setting, deriving collision-free paths for each worker is
of particular importance. To maximize the number of units
assembled means reducing the time needed at each station
(robot) to perform its specific task, referred to as the process
cycle time [24]. Practical efficiency favours sample-based
planners over the configuration space approach. Such planners
can derive more robust motions with shorter cycle times [25].
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Abstract—As factories thrive to produce better and more precise
products, the cognitive load increases and the factory workers
performance starts to affect the results. This paper presents a
possible solution that aims to help the assembly line workers by
reducing their cognitive load when looking for the tasks they need
to execute for each product and consequently help the business.
The proposed solution focuses on a support interface designed to
grab the worker’s attention to the most important information
and uses it to integrate the human in the loop of a Cyber-Physical
System (CPS). In this paper, we present the architecture of the
developed and constructed CPS, which contains the interface, a
robotic arm and an artificial vision system.
Keywords–CPPS; Support Interface; Cognitive Load; Expertise
Level

I.

I NTRODUCTION

As the manufacturing capacity of companies continues to
grow, extending their variety spectrum, the workload felt by the
human element of these production environment increases [1],
and their situational awareness during the operation decreases.
This solution has direct impact on the company’s operators,
since it is where the problem resettles and has an indirect
change on the company’s business. As for the assembly
line operators, it is expected that, with the resolution of the
presented problem, they are more attentive throughout the
work shift leading to a more precise performance which will
prompt a higher success rate and consequently boost their
confidence and motivation. With a successful worker comes
a successful business. Due to the reduced failure level from
the operators, the company is able to produce more, faster and
with a higher quality. This improvement will avoid human and
material resources waste as the products will more likely get a
positive grade when being evaluated by the quality assurance
department.
There could be an enormous variety of combinations of tasks
in each assembly station, which raises the probability of error
if the operator is not certain of how and what set of tasks
to complete to fulfill a specific product’s requirements, and it
can get worse if the factory is capable of producing a large
number of different products. For each product that comes on
the assembly line there is a list of tasks to be completed on
each station on a short time lapse (around 3 minutes, for the
PSA Group) and when there are multiple products in a row
that require the same tasks the operator starts to ignore the
screen because it is not clear that the tasks changed or the
information has bad resolution [2] and simply performs the
same tasks that completed on the previous product. Mistakes
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start to appear when suddenly a different product shows up
on the assembly line and the operator was not able to identify
the changes on the support interface. Most of this mistakes,
come from the fact that the operator was not capable to
detect the changes on the screen between each product that
shows up because the interface was developed without taking
into consideration the cognitive load of the employees, due
to the long working shifts, neither their expertise level. In
most production factories that contain an assembly line and
require human intervention during the process, the working
shifts can reach the 16 hours mark and a total of more than 60
hours a week, which is physically and mentally heavy [3],
[4] so there is a need to reduce their mental effort when
it comes to software that was created to assist the operator.
Human operators should not be treated like machines nor
expect that they preform like so as they will not perform
proficiently as soon as they integrate the production line. There
is a learning curve that must be taken into consideration and
treated carefully. There is a need to redevelop the support
interface system replacing the current one with another capable
of adapting to the user’s expertise level and also reduce the
operator’s mental effort when interacted with so that it really
becomes a Support Interface instead of just a screen with
information.
In Section 2 - Motivation and Related work, it is described
the motivation to address the problem and some related work
with this topic as well as the objective of the proposed. In
Section 3 - Research question and proposed concept, the reader
will be presented with the developed solution and all the aspects that where taken into account during its implementation
related with the Interface. In Section 4 - Scenario, is where
the CPS architecture, elements and sequence of activities are
described and explained. During Section 5 Discussion, the
reader is given a set of arguments that support the motivation
for this problem’s solution, some direct and indirect expected
results with the developed approach and also a few restriction
and frailties of the system. Finally on Section 6 - Conclusion,
there is given a wrap up of the whole problem proposal and
it’s solution.
II.

M OTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

Modern production lines benefit from the Internet of Things
(IoT) and Industrial Cyber Physical Systems (ICPS) technological advances to create environments where Smart Connected
Products can influence its own production process and companies can benefit from Service Based business models [5].
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With the Industry 4.0 appearance, the human integrates
the CPS with its own Digital Twin representation, this way,
not only the machines are aware of the existence of other
machines but also of humans with which they can and must
interact. This integration came from need to change the roles
on the collaboration between both parts, from demanding
an adaptation from the human operator to the machine [6],
[7], to becoming the machine to adapt to the human. With
the evolution of the manufacturing paradigm, balancing and
changing the volume-variety relationship became a necessity.
From Mass Production where factories produce large amount
of similar products raising the volume and decreasing the
variety, to the Mass Customization, increasing the product
variety and reducing the volume manufactured of each model
[8]. With this evolution, companies are more agile and capable of responding to the client’s will which emphasizes
the importance of the human intervention on the assembly
line, bringing the human’s flexibility to adjust to any expected
and unexpected changes [9]. The interplay between humans
and a CPS occurs either by direct manipulation, or with the
help of a mediating user interface and it is best applied in
a Cyber-Physical Production System (CPPS) which comes
from the fusion of cyber, physical, and socio spaces through
Industry 4.0 [10] and where the machines are responsible
for performing the heavier and repetitive operations, while
the human employees are responsible for handling shop-floor
equipment and supervising processes for high-level decision
making [6], aiming this way for the delivery of a high quality
product, taking advantages of both human and machine’s best
attributes to complete a task.
Normally, workload and awareness issues are handled by
changing the physical element’s (robotic manipulator) autonomy levels, increasing them in order to ease the human
operator’s intervention. However we propose that changes are
made to the support interface, and to the manner in which
it is conveyed to the human operator, providing them with
a tool that affects the operator workload and awareness in
a positive fashion [11]. By now, we have identified the two
unexplored variables to the development of a support interface
for an assembly line worker. The main objective of this article
is to contribute for an easier, more intuitive and adaptable
interaction of the production line operator with the interface
that provides all the tasks to be executed during the process
as follows:
•

Providing the worker with an interface that is able
to adapt itself to the the user’s expertise and reduce
cognitive load.

This interface will be able to change based on the user’s
success rate over time which is gathered from an evaluation
team that makes sure that every task was executed correctly.
In order to have an adaptive interface and since this is inserted
in a Cyber-Physical Production System, the system needs to
know who is working at each shift which denotes to the need
of having a virtual representation of each operator, creating a
Digital Twin that will communicate with the remaining of the
components as well as hold the information about the operator
so that it can adapt the interface accordingly.
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III.

R ESEARCH QUESTION AND PROPOSED CONCEPT

The interface is the main aspect of the presented article as
it is the bridge between the Human and the remaining of the
system, it is the machine with which the Human communicates
and interacts.
As a way to identify the worker that is interacting with the
interface, a simple login page was created where the worker
has to insert a four digit login code that represents him in
the system and from this point forward the system has all the
required information to present the correct interface and the
tasks that the worker is capable of executing.
The developed interface is mainly composed of ”cards” that
contain the information regarding each task that the worker
must perform. The interface contains a top bar containing
complementary information such as the Station in which the
worker is working on and the stopwatch indicating how much
time the worker has to finish the tasks for that product. Right
below this top bar there is a section with a more relevant
information about the product in construction showing the
product’s name and extra features if the product demands so,
also in this section is placed the STOP and RESUME button.

Figure 1: Card with information about the task

These ”cards” (Figure 1) are essentially a rectangle where
all the necessary information about the task is presented,
containing the task’s title on the top part of the card, the task’s
description right bellow the title where it is explained in a more
extensive version how the task must be performed and after
this description, a list with the necessary Assets is presented,
indicating the quantity, code, name, image and the Zone’s letter
in which the worker must place the Asset if applied.

A. Grab user’s attention
By researching about the topic [12], it was found a way of
how one can grab the user’s attention through an interface and
using the acquired knowledge, Figures 2 and 3 where designed
and developed in order to grab user’s attention making sure he
is aware of what is happening on the system.
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Figure 2: Card with information about a task that is only present when an

concise, as introduced before. Although there is a change on
the interface regarding the level of expertise of a user, the
format is consistent throughout the different interfaces either
if the expertise level changes or if the tasks are unique for a
product.
As to color schema, the taken approach was to keep the most
relevant information with a darker color and the less important
make it clear while having a white background.

extra package is requested

The figure above represents a task that has to be executed
and that is why it has the same structure as regular task.
The only difference between the Figure 2 and Figure 1 is
how frequently they appear on the screen. For this project it
was defined a Default set of tasks that must be performed
for every product that may show up for assembly and those
tasks are presented has Figure 1 demonstrates. Whenever a
product has a specific set of tasks that only belong to that
product they are presented as Figure 2 by changing the border
color to red that represents attention and caution and the title’s
background by adding a colored patterned as a way to enhance
their appearance and grab the worker’s attention to that new
and different task that is crucial for that products overall correct
assembly.

C. Adaptive Interface
As it has been referred throughout the document, one of the
goals of this proposal is to develop an interface that is able to
adapt to the user’s expertise level, and that, is accomplished
by assigning an interface to each level of expertise available
which for the tests environment it was defined as being three
levels.
Although these three interfaces vary from one another, their
changes are minimal keeping the fundamental structure intact
avoiding a contrary effect from the one it is aimed for. This
minimal changes rely on the format that the information is
shown to the user regarding the assets as it is the only type of
information that is flexible to changes.
TABLE I: FORMAT OF INFORMATION AVAILABLE FOR EACH
LEVEL OF EXPERTISE

Novice
Intermediate
Expert

Figure 3: Message shown when waiting for the new product in line
While the Vision system is analysing the working area and
the Robotic Arm is reaching out for the new box of assets,
the worker is presented with the Message that Figure 3 is
showing. This happens so that the user is aware that the product
is complete and a new one is being prepared to get assembled
and by clearing the interface, we are able to attract the user
to the new information. This message is presented with a fat
rounded green border passing out a feeling of success and
achievement. Note that for this message it is used the Depth
and Size illusions to get the user to absorb the most important
information which in case would be the ”GET READY” part
of the message [13], [14], [15].
B. Cognitively Light Interface
In order to make all of the system’s interfaces as light
as possible for the worker, a list of suggestions was taken
into consideration and used as a guide to design them. The
interface contains a clear core area that contains the most
relevant information and instructions which are simple and
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Image
Yes
No
No

Name
Yes
Yes
No

Code
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table I gives us information of what is the format of the
task’s information that is presented for each expertise level. As
it is visible, the Novice user is the one with less experience
which means that it is the one who needs more support and
so for each asset that is necessary for a task the card holds an
image, the name and a code that represent the asset. For an
Intermediate user, the asset is described with the name and the
code, finally for an Expert user, the asset is only represented
by it’s code.
IV.

S CENARIO

As a way to simulate an assembly line section as can be seen
in an industrial environment, a small system was developed
using the previously described interface, a robotic arm and a
camera. This section describes how we were able to get as
close as possible to a real world environment justifying the
appearance of every intervener on the system.
A. Human-in-the-loop of CPPS
The architecture created to test the proposed solution,
demonstrated on Figure 4, is divided into three main components each with a smart component (Digital Twin) [16] that
represents it in the digital world and a forth smart component
that is responsible for the connections between all the other
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three components and controls the action flow of the system
and it is nominates Process Smart Component.

7)
8)
9)

Work time ends
Camera analyses the area
Repeats processes 3 to 8

The test case aims to simulate one Station of the production/assembly line from the moment a worker starts the working shift until the evaluation moment.
In this process, the worker must execute all the tasks presented on the Interface by placing the assets on the different
areas defined, within the Time Period previously defined and
shown on the interface in a countdown format. The process
starts when the user enters the working station and enters his
user code, after this, the Interface receives the Product being
assembled at the time and gets all the tasks associated with it
from the database, ate the same time, the Robotic Arm grabs
the Box with the Assets and gives it to the user. At this point,
the user has gathered all the conditions to start executing the
tasks. When the time ends, the Vision Camera analyses the
Table Area and verifies the final result. In case of emergency,
i.e, the time is ending and the user feels that he wont be able
to finis the tasks, the user has the ability to press the STOP
button which will stop the whole system including the Robotic
Arm and Timer.
Figure 4: System’s Architecture
The first component is the Support interface developed,
with which the worker interacts where the tasks are displayed
as the product progresses in the assembly line. The communication with the smart component happens every time a new
product enters the station where the smart component sends
an Id that represents the product, as well as the Time Period
in milliseconds and the support interface communicates with a
database where every task needed to be executed is provided
and then displayed to the worker.
The second component is the Robotic Arm whose job is
to deliver to the worker a box with every asset necessary to
complete the tasks. For this component, the smart component
is given the box position and the final position and the arm
picks up the box and drops it at the final position where the
worker starts to preform the tasks.
The final component present in the system is the Vision
Camera that is responsible of verifying the tasks executed by
the worker and rate them in a specific scale with which the
algorithm will calculate the expertise level of the worker and
consequently adjust the interface to the user.

C. How it works
Now that the actions flow for a proper test was presented
we may go a step further on understanding what is actually
happening ”behind the scenes” concerning the communications
and logic associated with the previously described actions flow.

B. Test the scenario
A solution found to test the System presented on Figure 4
has the following workflow:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Worker joins the Working Area
Worker enters user code
Robotic Arm moves assets box to near the worker
Interface shows tasks
Worker reads tasks
Worker executes tasks
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Figure 5: Flow connections between smart components
The above Figure 5 is composed of all the components of the
system that are evolved with the communications that happen
during the test execution, each arrow represents one of those
communications and it’s numerations indicate the data flow
throughout the test case.
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

User Login;
Interface tells the Process Component that the user is
ready and the system may start;
The Process Component tells the Robotic Arm to start
the movement;
The Robotic Arm informs that the movement is complete;
The Process Component tells the interface which
product is being assembled and how much time the
worker has and so show the tasks to the worker;
The Interface indicates that the time has terminated;
The Process Component tells the Vision system to
start analysing;
The Vision system answers with the objects position
on the working area;
The Process Component passes it out to the Interface;
The Interface saves the evaluation rate of the tasks after
comparing the objects real positions with the expected
ones.

Besides these, there are two other connections that can happen
at any time during the system’s execution and they are activated
by the worker when the Emergency button is pressed. This button is implemented on the Interface to simulate the Emergency
Stop Handle that is available throughout the entire assembly
line as a last minute resource if the worker feels that he will not
be able to complete all the tasks in time and the whole system
must freeze. For so there are two complementary connections
between the Interface and the Process Component:
The Interface indicates that the emergency button was
clicked to STOP;
2) The Interface indicates that the emergency button was
clicked to RESUME
1)

V. D ISCUSSION
With the developed support interface, the main goal is
to affect in a positive manner the way the assembly line
workers do their job and this way, as a result of the workers
improvement, contribute for the success of the business in
which it is inserted. This interface was developed having in
mind the workers, their cognitive effort and their expertise
level as these are two of many other factors that influence the
worker’s performance. With the Cognitively Light approach
to the interface the main goal is to reduce the user’s precious
effort when reading from it and this way keep them more focus
throughout the whole working shift which itself is mentally
and physically demanding. The Expertise side of this solution
brings a huge advantage to the workflow of the production line
as a whole as it helps new employees to better integrate the
production line and the same way bring the best of the expert
worker’s performance by adjusting the way the information is
presented making it easy for novices and fast for experts.
With this solution implementation in a production line
environment there are a group of aspects that are expected to
improve either directly or indirectly. Are considered Direct
improvements any positive aspect related with the production
line workers and Indirect improvements any better aspect
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associated with the factory and company in which this solution
is implemented. Here are the expected positive topics:
Direct improvements:
• Higher motivated workers
• More focus workers
• More energized workers
Indirect improvements:
• Faster production
• Less waste
• Happier clients
• More production variety
The presented interface was designed and developed having
in mind that it could be used by any type of user with full
mental and physical capabilities, regardless their gender, age
our ability with technology and that is why the it was thought
to have the least input from the user as possible, making it an
almost read only interface.
A. Restrictions/Frailties of the CPS
As everything in the world, this CPS also has a few
restrictions and frailties from each component on the system
that limit the tests and consequently delay the evolution process
demanding a higher number of tests and participants since the
tests complexity is also limited.
Interface:
• Requires user input from external mouse controller;
Robotic Arm:
• Maximum payload weight of 5 kilograms;
• Maximum reach 0,85 meters;
Artificial Vision system:
• Only able to detect Yellow, Green and Blue objects;
• Not able to distinguish objects by their shape;
The described restriction are related to the current state of the
Cyber Physical System (CPS) which could be improved with
extra implementations.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

Expertise and cognitive levels are two of many aspects that
influence a worker’s performance and with the presented article
we are introduced to a new approach for the support interface
that guides the workers throughout the assembly process that
helps to reduce the cognitive level and adapt to the expertise
and this way help to grow the business. By bringing the worker
to the CPPS and enabling a digital communication between
him and the rest of the system it is possible to adapt the
machines to the humans. Throughout this article, the reader
is presented with the design of this support interface and a
proposal of a CPS in which the human is part of.
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